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2012113 &,2013I14 Electric General Rate Application

CAC-GAC/MH I.4

Subject:

Reference:

Preamble:

b)

a)

b)

c)

Avoided Costs

2011 Power Smart Plan, ChaPter 2

The value of DSM depends primarily on utility avoided costs' Most

utilities base their avoided costs on the long-run cost of new generation

and associated T&D costs, and provide both the values and the

underlying assumptions as part of the rate hearing'

ANS\ilER:

Average marginal costs for each major sector/end use are provided as blended average

marginal cost values, as follows:

If Manitoba Hydro uses separate values for capacity and êrer$f: please provide

them as well as a blended average for each major sector/end use'

At the generation level, the blended average marginal cost is 6'2 Ê'lkW 'h'

At the transmission level, the blended average marginal cost is 7 '5 É'lkff 'h'

At the distribution level, the blended avefage marginal cost is 8'5 É/kw'h'

Manitoba Hydro does use separate values for capacity and energy but respectfully declines to

provide this break-down as this information is commercially sensitive.

AII values provided were levelized over the next 30 years. The marginal costs provided

herein are consistent with the values used in the 2011 Power Smart Plan'

2012 09 2l Page I of 1
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Regarding the marginal cost estimates provided in response to CAC-GAC/MH l-4(a),
please provide the following information:

c) the estÍmate of marginal transmission costs per kWyr restated as costs per

k\ry.h

20I2l13 8L2013l14 Electric General Rate Application

GAC/MH II.23

Subject:

Reference:

DSM Ävoided Costs

MH response to CAC-GACIMHLa@)

l. Include all workpapers and Excel spreadsheets (with formulas intact)
supporting this restatement of marginal transmission cost.

ANS\ilER

The current estimates of Transmission and Distribution marginal costs provided in CAC-
GAC/MH I-4(a) were transcribed in error. The appropriate values in 2011 dollars are as

follows:

Transmìssion:

Distribution:

$60.46lkWlyr

$63.83/kwiyr

The marginal transmission costs expressed as $60.46 per kW/yr are restated as 0.69 cents per

kWh when averaged over the 8766 hours in a planning year.

2012 I0 26 Page 1 of 1
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20l2l13 8L2013l14 Electric General Rate Application

GA tt-23

Subject:

Reference:

DSM Ävoided Costs

MH response to CAC-GAC/MH I-4(a)

Regarding the marginal cost estimates provided in response to CAC-GAC/MH l-4(a),

please provide the following information:

d) the estimate of marginal distribution costs per kWyr restated as costs per kW.h

t. Include all workpapers and Excel spreadsheets (with formulas intact)

supporting this restatement of marginal distribution cost.

ANSWER:

The current estimates of Transmission and Distribution marginal costs provided in CAC-

GAC/MH I-4(a) were transcribed in error. The appropriate values in 2011 dollars are as

follows:

Transmission:

Distribution:

S60.46lkW lyr

$63.83/kWyr

The marginal distribution costs expressed as $63.83 per kV//yr are restated as 0.73 cents per

kWh when averaged over the 8766 hours in a planningyear.

20t2 r0 26 Page 1 of I
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20I2l13 &,2013l14 Electric General Rate

CAC/MH IT-27

Subject:

Reference:

b)

I Transmission:

* Distribution:

Please provide a breakdown of the 8.52 cents/kWh by cost component (e.g.

generation, transmission and/or distribution) Ín cents/kWh at the distribution
level. Please explain how losses are reflected Ín the value of each cost

component.

The current estimates of Transrnission and Distribution marginal costs provided in
CAC/GAC/MH I-4(a) were transcribed in error. The appropriate values in20l1 dollars are as

follows:

Proposed Rates and Customer Charges

CAC/MH I-83 a)

PUB/MH I-r07 a)

CAC-GACIMHI-4 a) and b)

$60.46lkWyr

$63.831kW/yr

The marginal cost of 8.52 cents per kWh referenced above is at the distribution level and

includes all generation costs and all capital costs associated with hansmission and

distribution. This value is made up of the following components:

Generation 7.llÉ,kV,lh
Transmission 0.691lkWh

Distribution 0.73ÉlkWh

The generation component cost is derived at the generation level and a l4o/o adjustment has

been incorporated to arrive at the 7.llÉlkWh estimate that is applicable to load savings at the

distribution level. There are no fuither loss factors applied to the transmission component or
the distribution component at the distribution level.

2012 I0 26 Page 1 of 1
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2925

1_

3

4

5

6

that

anyways

that.

report that

flo\^¡ tfre

talks about or dlscusses,

marginaÌ vafues are calculated tor

MR. BOB PETERS¡ JU just let me jump

in on that comment

MR. TERRY MILES: Okay

7 MR. BOB PETERS: I -- I believe Mr.

8 Chernick had some criticism ot ot the marginal cost

9 ot transmissi-on and disLribution.

l0 And I had understood, I think trom the

l-1 Manitoba Hyd.ro rebuttal evidence, that Manitoba Hydro

1"2 was reviewing the 2004 method.ology tor tor possible

13 changes?

14 MR. TERRY MIIJES: We are reviewing it

15 tor some possibte changes, }/ês. And that' process is

16 is ongoing, We're in the process of puttrng together

L7 that report or updating that report.

l8 Our intention is it that or when that

L9 report þecomes available, because ÍL wil-I will

20 become availabÌe, we will tiLe that with these

2I proceedings, whether itrs during the hearings or

22 whatever. We wiII tile that updated report tor --

23 MR. BOB PETERS: And thatrs expected

24 when?

25 tvlR. TERRY tvlILES : I can' t, say exactfy

434
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2926
1 when it is

2 wiLl

expected. I wÍII say sooner

is in dratt torm. TL has to

than later. I

go through the

approvalÍt

say it

does tormal

4

5

6

'7

I

9

processes

have to go through the

with Manitoba Hydro, but

MR. BOB PETERS: Will it. be provided

just in terms ot.betore the next Power Smart Program,

timeline?

(BRIEF PAUSE)

10

11- MR. TERRY MII,ES: I would f would

L2 expecf that, y€s.

L3 MR. BOB PETERS: And just while werre

14 on the transmissi-on and distribution marg'inal costs,

15 those do not include line losses as as an example,

L6 correcf?

t7

18 (BRTEF PAUSE)

t-9

20 MR. TERRY MÏLES: Tn IhE -* iN the

2I num.bers shown in thi-s *; in this IR thatrs here, the

22 losses are at the generation l-evel right here. We do

23 - there is another IR that we do indicate the marginal

24 vaiues at the generation, transmissi-on, and

25 distribuEion levels, with the losses incorporated at
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2927

I those levels. I was just going to I was j ust

It is2 Lo see it I couLd tind that quickly here.

3 here.

4

5 (BRIEF PAUSE)

6

7 MR. BOB PETERS: I appreciate, Mr,

I Miles, th.at when the microphones are iive, itrs

9 ditticuit to -! to Iocat,e everything that your your

l-0 mind tel-ls you that you have at hand, I know it, wel.l-.

1-1 The the point, yourre you did tind

L2 it?

13 MR. TERRY MILES: I I did tind it,

L4 yeah. Itrs act,ually CAC CAC/GAC/MH Round l- 48' And

L5 it, gives the net generation cost, Lhe transmlssion

1-6 leve1 cosL, and the dÍstribution level cost, which

l7 would include losses at each ot t,hose levels,

18 And just as a note, the generation levef

1-9 is six point two \6.2) cents per kj-l-owatt hour; the

20 transmission -Level at seven point tive (7.5) cents per

2I kiLowatt fiour; and at the distribution l-evel, itrs

22 eight point tive (8.5) cents per kilowatt hour.

23 MR. BOB PETERS: It comes to the same

24 number?

25 MR. TERRY MILES: fn the end at the

golng

right

DrGr-TRAN rNC. 1-800-663 -4915
Serving Cl-ients Across

or L-403-276-'76II
Canada
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2928
I distrrbution level, yes, .because that I s what the so

2 the the long-run marginal value incor is is

3 al-l- ot t.he al-I ot the components with the losses

4 associated with it, yes.

5 MR. BOB PETERS : And Mr. Chernick \^ras

6 suggesting that the with the addition ot t.he line

7 losses and other adjustments, that those margrnal costs

8 would be higher.

9 And and you donrt come to the same

t0 conclusion?

11 MR. TERRY MILES: I Think whal WeIVe

12 responded

l-3 those in

to.betore, to Mr. Chernickrs comments on

in previous hearings was

that. are represented here represent average

that the values

L4 that we

L9 we determine

20 theyrre used,

2l the l-osses at.

Iosses overal-l- and not specific

So their average system l-osses,

associated with them.

components ot

their average

So in light ot that, given those how

the l-osses or fiow theyrre assessed and how

that these vaiues are representative ot

those Level-s. I think under there are

22 f think your reterence ot cost ot service report

23 thatrs tlrere and f rm not, intimately tamil-iar with

24 t.he -Losses that are associated in there, but I do

25 understand that we do use stightJy ditterent losses at
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2929

1 t,he d"itterent l-oad -Levels or customer levels that are a

2 fittle ditterent. than these overall- average system

these numbers.3 losses that we have quoted here

MR. BOB PETERS:

tor

4

5

6

1

I

9

level-, Manitoba Hydro wouid agree that

From

you would .be

a conceptual

unJ-ess you

understatingincl-uded the l-ine losses,

your marginal value?

MR. TERRY : I believe the line

those calculations, y€s.

Now, we were talking

tor the Board, and we

and drstri.bution

Board a.bout?

trom the T&D

the 2004 report

ita

MÏLES

losses need to be incl-uded in

10

11- about the

1-2 segued on

MR. BOB PETERS:

specitic calcul-ation

to the transmission

l-3 discussion,

14 But I wasn't Iooking tor contidential

1-5 lntormation, but in terms ot methodology at least, irl

16 terms of how Manitoba Hydro derived the various

L7 calculations t,hat. you spolce with the

1-8 MR. TERRY MILES: So

L9 perspectÍve, Irm Itm assuming that

20 methodol-ogy with an update ot the an updated

tor those21" report is provided, t.hat would be sutticient

22 tor those?

23 MR. BOB PETERS: YES, tOT thE

24 transmission/distributron. And then what would you

25 propose tor the generation?

DIGI-TRAN INC. 1-8OO-663-4915
Serving Clíents Across

or 1- - 4 03 -216 -'16LL
Canada
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a

a

Manitoba Hydro 2013 & 2014 GRA,

Information Requests of the Public Utifities Board

November 22, 2012

ln Ontario Energy Board EB-2010-0008, in which Mr. Chernick represented the

Green Energy Coalition, the School Energy Coalition (SEC) included in its non-

confidential discovery requests a couple of actual values for confidential Ontario

Power Authority est¡mates of the costs of return¡ng mothballed nuclear plants to

service. Those requests were intended to be in a separate confidential list of

confidential requests. The questions were recalled by the Board and the SEC within

a few hours of the infraction, the Board required all parties to document destruction

of the offending documents (although most of those parties had access to the

original estimates and other confidential materials) and the SEC's attorney was fined

SLO,OOO. The Board order in that matter, which discusses one other disclosure, is

attached as Attachment PUB/GAC-2.

ln Massachusetts DPU !O-54, in which Mr, Chernick represented Natural Resources

Defense Council and Conservation Law Foundation, the Alliance to Protect

Nantucket Sound (an ad hoc group formed for the sole purpose of opposing the

Cape Wind offshore wind farm, and with no other prospect of appearing before the

DPU) allegedly released some confidential Cape Wind cost estimates to the press.

While Mr. Chernick was not directly involved in the sanctioning of the Alllance, it is

his recollection that the Alliance was barred from any further access to confidential

information, including testimony, discovery a nd exhibits.

PUB/GAC 2 Reference: Page 12 & 13

Please comment on the use of a levelized cost of 7.Ll C/kWh in defining marginal cost of

generation and explain how that relates to the export value of energy.

Response:

Mr. Chernick's ability to comment on this value is limìted by Hydro's refusal to provide the

derivation of the value (GAC/MH ll-25a, ll-25d). ln addition, it is not clear whether and how

Hydro uses the 7.tLC/kWh value, as opposed to values reflecting time of use and class-specific

losses.

PUB/GAC 3 Reference: Page 16 &17, Footnote 3.

a) Please indicate the source of MH's 6.2 C/kWh marginal cost of generation.

b) Discuss how this relates to the in-service cost of new generation and transmission for

r Wuskwatim

. V aantzclt- r\vs ! sJ¡a

¡ Conawapa



441 Manitoba Hydro 2013 & 2014 GRA

Information Requests of the Pubtic Utilities Board

November 22,2012
c) Please indicate whether incremental Bipole lll related additional costs are reflected in

Table 2. Please provide details.

d) Please provide supporting calculations for the avoided costs referenced in footnote 3,

Response:

a) Hydro's 7.tI C/kWh marginal cost of generation includes the average T&D system

energy losses of t4%. Mr, Chernick derived the 6.2 C/kWh marginalcost at the
generation levelby removing the 14% loss factor: 7.LLC/kwh + L.l4 = 6.2ClkWh.
(GAC/MH ll-4a, CAC-GAC/MH l-4b).

b) Mr. Chernick cannot provide these comparisons, because Hydro has refused to provide

the derivation of the marginal cost and the costs of new projects (GAC/MH ll-25a,
GAC/MH l-2e).

c) See (b).

d) 0.69C/kWh + 0.62= L.tlëlkWh and 0.73ÇlkWtr + 0.62 = 1.18C/kWh, where 0.62 is the
average MH system load factor.

PUB/GAC 4 Reference: Page 16, Marginal Costs

Please indicate the irnplications of applying your estimate of marginal costs on screening of DSM

programs versus the marginal cost value employed by MH.

Response:

Mr. Chernick díd not derive an independent estimate of marginal cost. lnstead, for rate-design

comparison purposes, he modified the marginal cost values (excluding losses)that MH

developed for screenine DSM. He adjusted for the following: (1) the effect of the customers'
voltage levels of service on peak and energy loss factors, (2)the effect of the rate class

customers'voltage levelof service on the use of distribution system, and (3)a typicalretailload
factor. These marginal cost values by rate class should not be used in screening DSM, for two
reasons: (L) they include only costs to the meter, while avoided costs for DSM should include
costs to the end use (as explained in footnote 8 on page L7); and (2) the avoided costs for DSM

should reflect the load shape of the end use or measure being screened.

Since MH has not documented its use of marginalcost in screening DSM, Mr. Chernick cannot
evaluate how any change in marginal cost would affect MH's screening results.

PUB/GAC 5 Reference: Page 17, Marginal Cost by Rate Schedule, Footnote 8

a) Please explain and discuss how the marginal cost by Rate Class would change if based on

a typical retail load shape,
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b)

c)

d)

Manitoba Hydro 2013 & 2014 GRA

Information Reguests of the Public Utifities Board

November 22,2012

Please provide Mr. Chernick's understanding of MH's retail load shape,

Please provide an example of how end use losses are derived.

Please explain how the system wide avoided costs related to losses to the end use

would be measured.

To what extent is avoided costs and losses to the end use measured in other

ju risd ictions?

e)

Response:

a) For the effect on T&D marginal cost, see paget2, footnote 3 of Mr. Chernick's

testimony and GAC's response to PUB/GAC 3(d), Since Hydro did not provide its

derivation of marginal generation costs, it is not possible to estimate how the margínal

cost by rate class would change if based on a typical retail load shape.

b) See Hydro Appendix 8.1, Tables 22,24,27 and2Sfor data on monthly energy and peak

load, including forecasts. Hourly load for the demand-metered classes is provided in

GAC-MH l-8F-Attachment. Mr. Chernick is not aware of any hourly load data in the

current record. Some data on pea( shoulder and off-peak load are available from

Appendix 38, Attachment 4 in the previous GRA, attached as Attachment PUB/GAC-S'

c) ln principal, losses to the end use could be computed from estimates of the length and

nature of the internal wiring from the meter to the end use and the distribution of loads

within the building. Practically speaking, the easiest customer-side losses to estimate

are those for customers metered at primary or transmission voltage, who generally have

transformers and internal distribution on the customer side of the meter similar to the

utility distributíon system for customers served at secondary. Hence, it is reasonable to

assLlme that tosses to the end use for all classes are comparable to the utility's losses to

the meter for customers served at secondary. This assumption would understate total

line losses, by excluding losses from the secondary meter (or equivalent) to the end use,

d) See (c).

e) Mr. Chernick has not conducted a recent survey.

PUB/GAC 6 Reference: Page 18, Cap & Trade lnternalized Costs

a) please describe the cap & trade system for pollutants that is in place in the MISO region'

b) ln particular, please describe how this cap and trade system pertains to Minnesota and

Wisconsin and explain how this results in an internalized cost'
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2BB'I

l- Minnesota/ and Vermont?

2 MS. LOIS MORRISON: WeII, as I

3 mentioned in my direct testimony, we support the

4 concept of comparing to metrics; however, it has to be

5 done with caution and in consideration of aII the

6 the differences between the two (2) markets or between

7 the markets.

B As f mentioned, Vermont, Nova Scotia,

g and British columbia, alt have sígníficantly hiqher

10 marqinal values associated with the energy savíngs,

11 which means that technologies that would be economic

L2 there may not be economic in Manitoba. The other issue

13 that we had talked about hras the presence of *- and Mr.

L4 Dunsky did attempt to -- to look at it from the

15 perspective of the heating degree days, but what v\Ias

L6 not considered was the percentage of electric heat

I'r assocíated with t,hat.

18 And when you have that ín the metric'

Ig what ít does is it drives up the size of your

20 denominator , So, when you' re doing the math, I"le ' re

2L starting out wlth a much larger denominator just

22 because of the fact that we have higher degree heating

23 degree days heating and a higher percentage of

24 el-ectric heat. And -- and there has been discussíon

25 that well then that means you have more

444
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446Manitoba Hydro 2013 & 2014 GRA

tnformation Requests of the Public Utifities Board

November 22,2012

c) please explain how those ínternalized costs are directly applicable to MH's domestic

consu m ption of electricitY.

Response:

a) There is no cap & trade system for greenhouse gases in place in the MISO region. The

cap & trade system for SOz that was instituted in the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments is

effectively defunct, since scrubbing and other controls required under other programs

have created a surplus of allowances. While SOz allowances once traded in the hundreds

of dollars per ton, they are now priced under S1/ton. Allowances for NOx emissions

under the Clean Air lnterstate Rule (CAIR) are trading in the $25-$50/ton range'

Allowances for both SO2 and NOx under the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR, which

would have repfaced CAIR)traded in the range of several hundred dollars perton in late

2011, but have ptunged to essentially no value since a Federal court vacated the rule'

b) Depending on when a particular contract was or will be negotiated, it may reflect some

expectation that CSAPR would be in place (perhaps reinstated or redesigned, depending

on the outcome of the EPA's appeal) and/or that some greenhouse-gas cap or tax will

be enacted, lt is not clear that the environmental value of reduced emissions resulting

from Hydro's sales are fully included in any current or pending contract price.

c) Electric energy not used in Manitoba will, for the most part, be sold to Minnesota and

Wisconsin, or to a lesser extent Saskatchewan or Ontario, backing down primarily coal

and gas-fired plants and reducing emissions of greenhouse gases and conventional

pollutants. To the extent that those environmental effects are not included in the

contract prices, they are not internalized and must be added to the benefits of energy

efficíency and the costs of energy consumption (which prevents the beneficial exports).

PUB/GAC 7 Reference: Page 18, Total Societal Cost

a) Please provide Mr, Chernick's estimate of the Societal Cost and its composition.

b) please indicate to which extent Societal Costs are measured and employed in Minnesota

and Wisconsin.

c) Please indicate to what extent carbon market abatement costs are included in MH's

expott príces in MISO.

d) Please índicate what ievei of GHG costs shouici 'oe inciucieci in cjeiermininB tiie totai

Societal Cost.
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lnformation Requesfs of the Publíc Utilities Board

November 22,2012

Response:

a) Mr. Chernick has not developed an estimate of societalmarginalcosts for rate design or

DSM valuation. lf the Board indicates that it wishes Hydro to use the Societal Test, or

even to consider and report it seriously, Mr. Chernick would be happy to work with
Hydro in developing such an estimate. To date, Hydro has refused to provide the

derivation of its marginal costs or provide the data from which Mr. Chernick could

com pute marginal costs.

b) Minnesota has established externalíty values, but it is not clear that externalities result

in any decisions changing. Minnesota also passed a Next Generation Energy Act in 2007

that sets statewide greenhouse emission caps, but other than standards for renewables

and efficiency, it is not clear what actions will be required for electric utilities. The

Minnesota Climate Change Advisory Group Final Report does not recommend any

requirements for electric utilities, beyond currently mandated efficiency and renewable-

energy targets, T&D upgrades, and a small amount of distributed renewables.

c) No carbon market abatement costs are included in short-term sales. Mr. Chernick does

not know what carbon price, if any, the MISO utílities anticipated at the time they

negotiated long-term contracts with Hydro.

d) While Mr, Chernick has not personally reviewed the literature on carbon pricing, it is
likely that the social cost of carbon is at least on the order of the SSO/ton estimated by

Synapse Energy Economics in Attachment PUB/GAC-7.

PUB/GAC 8 Reference: Page 19 & 20, Valuing Environmental Attributes

a) Please provide your understanding of MH's value of reduced GHG in the MISO market.

b) Please indicate your understanding of whether there is any explicit pricing for
environmental attributes in MH's contracts or in the MISO Day Ahead and RealTime

markets.

c) Please explain how Mr. Chernick would value environmental attr¡butes in the fuel

switching analysis.

Response:

a) Mr. Chernick does not understand the reference to "MH's value of reduced GHG in the

MISO market." Hydro has not provided any projection of the future prices of
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lnformation Requests of the Public Utilities Board

November 22, 2012

greenhouse gases in MISO or othenruise, other than an estimate of market prices in an

earlier version of the Western Climate lnitiative.

b) Hydro has refused to provide its export contracts or details on their contents, so Mr.

Chernick does not know "whether there is any explicit pricing for environmental

attributes in MH's contracts." The only "explicit pricing for environmentalattributes.'.in

the MISO Day Ahead and Real Time markets" would be for the market value of NOx and

SOz allowances, which are currently quite low'

c) lt is.not clear that environmental attributes would be particularly critical in the fuel-

switching analysis, since Hydro has estimated that the use of electricity for space and

water heating fails even a narrowly-construed TRC test, without externalities. ln general,

Mr. Chernick would add to the direct avoided costs the non-internalized costs of

uncontrolled pollutants. Assuming that the marginal sources displaced are primarily in

the US and that a cap-and-trade system is in place for SOz and NOx, the residual

environmental costs avoided by Hydro exports would be from particulates, mercury

(and to a limited extent, other toxics) and greenhouse Bases (mostly CO2, and potent¡ally

methane emissions from the production and transportation of natural gas and coal). As

a practical matter, Mr. Chernick generally relies on the control costs requ¡red to meet

current and anticipated emission limits. ln some cases, directly estimating the damages

due to incremental emission is possible, but the estimation and discounting of damages

is contentious and uncertain. Where environmental regulators have established a

shadow price for controls in dollars per tonne, utility regulators are often well-advised

to rely on that value rather than attempt to conduct a parallel analysis with less

expertise. ln some cases, the shadow price is the benefit of reduced emissions from

fuel-switching, energy-efficiency or other measures, since total emissions will be

controlled by a cap and the cost avoided will be the cost of controls on some marginal

source.

PUB/GAC 9 Reference: Page 20, Emissions Displacement

a) Please discuss how and to what extent MH exports into MISO have resulted, or will

result, in coal generat¡on retirements.

b) ls there a possibility that supplementing an existing coal based portfolio with clean MH

electric¡ty may extend the life of some coal plants?

Response:

a) lt is not generally possible to determine the reasons for the ret¡rement of any particuiar

coal unit. Most retirements are driven by a combination of requirements for
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Where:

¡ = l9ãr

n = RPS classes

Pn,¡ = proiected price of RECs for RPS class n in year l,

Rr,¡ = RPS requirement for RPS class n in year ¡, fiom Exhibit 3-9 ín Deliverable 3-1,

/ = losses from ISO wholesale load accounts to retail meters

For example, in a year in which REC prices are $30/MWh and the RPS percentage
is 1,07o, the avoided RPS cost to a retail customer would be $30 x |0o/o:
$3/MWh. Detailed results frorn Appendix C are incorporated into the Appendix B
Avoided Cost Worksheets by costing period. The year-by-year RPS percentages
for each RPS tier ate shown in Appendix C.

The levelized RPS price impact for the2012ß 2A26 period, in 20L1$ per MWh of
load, is shown below:

Exlribit 6-50: Levelized RPS Price Impact Q0L2-2026)

6.6. Externalities
Externalities are impacts from the production of a good or service that are not
reflected in price of that good or service, and that are not considered in the
decision to provide that good or service.rl4 [1¡ pollution is a classic example of an

externality, as pollutants released from a facility impose health impacts on a

population, cause damage to the environment, or both. The costs of those health
impacts and ecosystem damages are not reflected in the price of the product and
are generally not borne by the owner of the pollutant source. These costs are thus
external to the financial decisions pertaining to the source of the pollutant.
Therefore, externalities equal the total value of the adverse impacts minus the
value of those impacts reflected in market prices.

In Chapter 2,we identify the impacts of pollutants that are reflected in market

l74ln econolnics, an extenrality can be positive or negative; in this discussion we are focusing on negative

externalities.

Avoided RPS r.1st-2026Level

CT ME MA NH RI VT
Class I t*1.77 0.87 ;1.41 s0.50
AllOther
Classes $0,40 $0.05 $s.z+ $0.s9 $0.01 $o.oo

Total 32.17 0.92 $4.98 s2,30 1.43 $0.50
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prices in New England. There are many significant air pollutants associated with
electric generation, but NO*, SO*, and CO2arc the three primary pollutants that

are currently subject to federal andlor state or regional regulation. Our electric

market simulation model incorporates assumptions regarding compliance costs for
those emissions as part of its estirnation of the market price of electricity. The

simulation model includes these costs when calculating bid prices and making

commitment and dispatch decisions,

The Scope of Work for AESC 20LL asks for the heat rates, fuel sources, and

emissions of NO*, and CO2 of the marginal units during each of the energy and

capacity costing periods in the 201-1 base year. It also asks for the quantity of
environmental benefits that would correspond to energy efficiency and demand

reductions, in pounds per MWh, respectively, during each costing period.

Exhibit 6-51 and Exhibit 6-52 summarizes the marginal heat rate and marginal

fuel characteristics from the model results. The results of the two exhibits are

based on the marginal unit in each hour in each transmission area, as reported by

the model. Once the marginal units are identified, we extracted the heat rates, fuel
sources, and emission rates for the key pollutants from the database of input

assumptions used in our Market Analytics simulation of the New England

wholesale electricity market.

Exlribit 6-5Iz 20LI New England Marginal Heat Rate by Pricing Period @tu per

kwh)
Season and Period

On
Peak

otf
Peak

on
Peak

Grand Totaloff
Peak

10.188 9.161 8.494 9.183
Average Heat Rate
IBTU/KWhI 9,543

Exhibit 6-522 20Ll New England Marginal Fuel Type

Season and

Winter
off

Peak
On

Peak Grand Total
off

Peak

On

PeakFuel Type
68% 83%Natural sas 70%
I% t% no/

L/O L%o¡l 0%

29% 24% 15% 22%Coal 24%

t% tL% !o/o s%Nuclear 5%

L% 0% o%Biomass I%
0% 0% o% 0%Other

0% 0% 0% 0%Renewable 0%

L00% L00% t00% t00%Grand Total L00%
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Our discussion of the rnethodology that we employ is discussed below:

We calculate the physical environmental benefìts from energy cfficiency and

demand reductions by calculating the emissions of each of those marginal units in
terms of pounds per MWh. 'We do this by multiplying the quantity of fuel burned
by each marginal unit by the corresponding emission rate for each pollutant for
that type of unit and fuel.

The calculations for each pollutant in each hour are as follows:

Marginal Emissions = [Fuel Burned¡au (MMBtu) x Emission Rate¡au (lbs/MMBtu)
x 1. tonl2000 lbsl/Generation¡au (MWh)

'Where:

Fuel Burned¡au = the fuel burned by the marginal unit in the hour in
which that unit is on the margin,

Emission Rateyy = the emission rate for the marginal unit, and

Generation¡r¡u = generation by the marginal unit in the hour in
which that unit is on the margin.

The avoided emissions values shown in the exhibits below represent the averages
for each pollutant over each costing period for all of New England in pounds per
MWh. The emission rates are ptesented by modeling zone, however differences
between zones tend to be relatively insignificant.

ExltÍbit 6-53: 2011 New England Avoided CO2 Emissions by Modeling Zone ancl
Pricing Period (lbs/MWh)

GO2llbsiMWh) Summer Winter

Off Peak Off Peak Grand TotalTransarea

NE - Boston

NE - CT Central-Northeast

NE - CT Norwalk

NE - Northeast MA

NE - New Hampshire

NE - Rhode lsland

NE - Southeast MA

NE - Vermont

NE - West Central MA

NE - CT Southwest

NE - Maine

1,211 ,

1,240

1,240

1,240

1,225

1,230

1,216

1,216

1,230

1,229

1,201

1,330

1,346

1,347

1,347

1,541

1,354

1,336

1,335

1,347

1,350

1,306

1,140

1,146

1,149

1,148

1,136

1 ,148
1,130

1,131

1,143

1,143

1,133

1,079

1,090

1,090

1,090

1,082

1,070

1,072

1,072

1,086

1,090
'1,005

1,163

1,176

1,177

1,177

1,167

1,170

1 ,159
1,159

1,'|.72

1,174

1J32
Averaqe 1,225 1,340 1,140 1,075 1.166
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Exlribit 6-542 2011New England Avoided NOx Emissions by Modeling Zone and

Pricing Period (lbs/MWh)

In this 2011 AESC report, we find that COz has the most significant externality.
'We also conclude that the long-run marginal abatement cost of CO2 is a practical

and conservative measure of the full cost of carbon. In updating oul

recommendation from the 2009 AESC report, we review current literature on

emissions reductions necessary to avoid the most dangerous impacts of climate

change, as well as analyses of technologies available to achieve those emission

reductions. We recommend that the Study Group uses a marginal abatement cost

value which is based on the cost of controlling emissions.lTs

For AESC 20\L,we lecornmend using a long-run marginal abatement cost

(2011$) of $80 per short ton of COz. This is effectively a slight reduction in real

dollars from our recommsndation in AESC 2009 of. $80 per short ton in 2009$

($81.52 in 2011$). This estimate is still one-third higher than the value of $63

(2011$) per short ton recommended in AESC 2007.Ln201,L approximately two

percent of the $80 per ton is internalized in the market price of electricity, through

RGGI, and 98 percent is an externality. By 2026,we estimate that approximately

49 percenl of that amount will be internalized.

175 1¡ir is an alternative to setting value based on monetized estimates ol damages,

rWiSummerNOx (lbs/MWh)
On Peak Gran TotalOn Peak Off PeakOff PeakTransarea

ø,635

0.65,6

0.it56

o-940

o,647

0.634

0.634

0.654

0.554

0.656

0.727

0.477

0.513

0.514

0.491

o.452
0.46L
0.461

0.495

0.506

0.514

0.429

0.733

o.724

o.7Lt
O,7LL

0.739

o.741

0.753

o.7LS

0.708

0.753

0.753

1,100

1.083

1.083

L.092

1.10tr

1,084

t,o4r

0.646

0.762

o.757

0.708

0.698

0.664

o.664

o.776

0.729

0.757

0.663

NE - Boston

N E - CT Central-Northeast

NE - CT Norwalk

NE - Northeast MA

NE- New Hampshire

NE - Rhode lsland

NE - Southeast MA

NE - Vermont
NE - West Central MA

E - CT Southwest
- Maine

0.¿t83 0.7321.084 0.6540.706
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6,6,1. History of Environmental Externalities: Policies in New England
In the 1990's several New England states had proceedings dealing with
externalities that influence current utility planning and decision-making.176 1n

Massachusetts, dockets DPU 89-239 and 91-131 served as models for other states.
Docket DPU 89-239 was opened to develop "Rules to Implement Integrated
Resoulce Planning" and included consideration of many aspects of IRP including
determination and application of environmental externalities values. This docket
adopted a set of dollar values for air emissions, including a COzvalue of fi22 per
ton of CO2 (in L989 dollars) (Exhibit DOER-3, Exhibit. BB-2,p.26). Docket DPU
91.-L3L examined environmental externalities to develop recommendations of
various approaches for quantifying the CO2 extemality value. The Department's
Order in Docket DPU 91-L31was noteworthy for its foresight regarding climate
change, albeit optimistic about the timing of recognition of climate change into
policies and regulation in the United States.177 Based on information in the record,
the Department reaffirmed the CO2 value it had adopted in the previous case, $22
per ton (in 1989 dollars).

6.6.2. Carbon Dioxide
Externalities associated with electricity production and uses include a wide variety
of air pollutants, water pollutants, and land use impacts, The list of externalities
from energy production and use is quite long, and includes the following:

. Air emissions (including S02, NO* and ozone, particulates, mercury, lead,
other toxins, and greenhouse gases) and the associated health and

ecological damages;

. Fuel cycle impacts associated with "front end" activities such as mining
and transportation, and waste disposal;

o Water use and pollution;

. Land use;

. Aesthetic impacts of power plants and related facilities;

. Radiological exposures related to nuclear po\Mer plant fuel supply and

operation (routine and accident scenarios);

176 4 rnot* detailed description of the history oI electricity generation environmental externalilies and

policies in New England may be found in AESC 2007 (p. 7-6-7-8).

177 4¡5ç 2009 provitles rnore tlc[ail at¡out the Massachusetts DPU Oicler in Docket DPU 91-131.
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. Other non-environmental externalities such as economic impacts (generally

focused on employment), energy security, and others.

Many of these externalities have been reduced over time, as regulations limiting
ernission levels have forced suppliers and buyers to consider at least a portion of
those costs in their production and use decisions, thereby "internalizing" a portion
of those s6sfs.l78

We anticipate that the "carbon externality" will continue to be the dominant

externality associated with marginal electricity generation in New England. This is
the case for two main reasons. First, regulations to address the greenhouse gas

emissions responsible for global climate change have yet to be adopted with
sufficient stringency to link scientific research and evidence with long-term policy
that would enable carbon-free resources to replace fossil-based generation lag,
particularly in the United $¡¿1ss.17e The damages from the EPA's Criteria air
pollutants are relatively bounded, and to a great extent "internalized," as a result of
existing regulations. In contrast, global climate change is a problem on an

unprecedented scale with far-reaching and potentially catastrophic implications.

Seconcl, New England avoided electric energy costs over the study period are

likely to be dominated by natural gas-fired generation, which has minimal SO2,

mercury, and particulate emissions, as well as relatively low NO* emissions.

Based on knowledge of the electric system and review of model runs, it is believed
that the dominant environmental externality in New England over the study period

will be the un-internalized cost of carbon dioxide emissions. The current RGGI

178 pot example, the Clean Air Transport Rule, while currentþ in dratt form, is expected to adjust the SO2

and NO* emissions caps downward with an ultimate effect of reducing SO2 emissions approximately 73

percant frorn 2003 levels. Under the draft rule, annual emissions of SO2 are required to decline from 4.7

nrillion tons in 2009 to 3.9 million tons by 20t2, and then to 2.5 million lons by 2014,for a cumulative

reduction of 47 percent over the five-year compliance period. Annual NO, emissions are capped at L.4

million tons. As a result, while there will be some "external costs" associated with the residual SOz and

NO" pollution, these externalities are now relatively small. The EPA's proposed Air Toxics Rule

governing electric utilities under section 112(d) of the Clean Air Act would do thc same for emissions of

mercury and other air toxics, while the ploposed rule under section 316(b) of the Clean Vy'ater Act would

minimize the externalities associated \r'ith tlìe impingement and entrainment of aquatic organisms from

power plant cooling water intake systems.

1799n Ant¡ I7 ,2009; EPA issued a proposed finding that concluded that greenhouse gases posed an

endangerment to public health and welfare under the Clean Air Act ("Proposed Endangerment and Cause

or Contribute Findings for Greenhouse Gases Under Section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act" 74 Fed.

RegislerT8: 18886-18910). Thisproposedfindinginitiateslheprocessofpotentiallyregulating
¡I I l! !- I J- - ------- -r l-a---tgrcenllouse gascs as ail alI Pollu[an[. ilttP://epä,guv/clllilalçuilailgE/eiluailgËilrrËi[.iluul
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auctions and any federal CO2 regulations only internalize a portion of the

"greenhouse gas externality," particularly in the near term. Values were developed
for the one major emission associated with avoided electricity costs for which the
near-term internalized cost most significantly understates the value supported by
curent science.

6.6.3. General Approaches to Monetizing Environmental Externalities
There are various methods available for monetizing environmental externalities
such as air pollution from power plants. These include various "damage costing"
approaches that seek to value the damages associated with a particular externality,
and various "control cost" approaches that seek to quantify the marginal cost of
controliing a particular pollutant (thus internalizing a portion or all of the

externality).

The "damage costing" methocls generally rely on travel costs, hedonic pricing, and

contingent valuation in the absence of market plices. These are forms of "implied"
valuation, asking complex and hypothetical survey questions, or extrapolating
from observed behavior. For example, data on how much peopJe will spend on
travel, subsistence, and equipment, can be used to measure the value of those fish,
or more accurately the value of not killing fish via air or water pollution. Human
lives are sometimes valued based upon wage differentials for jobs that expose

workers to different risks of mortality. In other words, cornparing two jobs - one

with higher hourly pay rate and higher risk than the other - can serve as a measure
of the compensation that someone is "willing to accept" in order to be exposed to
the risk.

There are myriad problems with these approaches, two of which will be discussed

here. The damage costing approaches are, in the case of global climate change,

simply subject to too many problematic assumptions. We do not subscribe to the
view that a reasonable economic estimate of the "damages" around the world can

be developed and used as a figure for the externalities associated with carbon
dioxide emissions, In other words, estimating damage is a moving target-it
depends upon what concentrations we ultimately reach (or what concentrations we
reach and then reduce). This is exacerbated by the fact that we do not fully
understand what changes in the earth's climate might occur assuming carbon
dioxide concentrations continue to increase past the current 380 parts per million,
toward a projected 450 parts per million (or even higher) climate change, and

cannot project with certainty the levels at which certain impacts will occur.

A further complicating factor is that different emissions concentrations create

different damages for different regions and different groups of people, Estimating
damages is fraught with difficulties including: (a) identifying the categories of
changes to ecosystems and societies around the planet; (b) estimating magnitudes
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of impacts; (c) valuing those impacts in economic terms; (d) aggregating those

values across countries with different currency excharrge rates and different
cultures; (e) addressing the non-linear and catastrophic aspects of the climate

change clamage; and (f) dealing with the paradoxes and conundrums involved in
applying financial discount rates to effects stretching over centuries.

These difficulties are evident when examining various existing damage estimates.

A meta-study from 2008 by author Richard Tol compares 211. estimates of this

"social cost of carbon," which represents the economic costs of the damages from
climate change aggregated across the globe and discounted to the present.l80 These

estimates come from 47 studies done between1982 and 2006.181 The figure below
shows a scatter plot of these estimates over time. The social cost of carbon is

shown on the vertical axis, expressed in 2011- dollars per short ton of CO2. Due to

the wide range of the distribution, this value is expressed in log terms. The year of
the study is shown on the horizontal axis. These studies use different

methodologies, discount rates, damage functions, physical impacts of climate

change, and equity weightings across individuals in different parts of the world, all

of which are reflecfed in the resulting damage cost estimates. Hence, estimates

vary across time and no particular pattern emerges when examined together.

180 Tol, Richard S.J. The Social cctst of Carbon: Trends, Outliers and Catasûophes. Economics E-Journal,,

Yol 2, 2008-25. August 12, 2008.

181 1¡ s1'ur1¿ be noted that many of the studies included in the meta-analysis were authored or co-authored

by Rlchard l ol.
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Exhibit 6-55: Scatter Plot of Conyerted Values of Tol 2009 Societal Cost of Carbon

Conversely, the "control cost" methods generally look at the marginal cost of
control. That is, the cost of control valuations look at the last (or most expensive)
unit of emissions reduction required to comply with regulations. The cost of
control approach can be based upon a "regulators' revealed preference" concept.
That is, if "air regulators" are requiring a particular technology with a cost per ton
of $X to be installed at power plants, then this can be taken as an indication that
the value of those reductions is perceived to be at or above the cost of the controls.
The fact that the "regulators' revealed preferences" approach is unavailable, as

regulators have not established relevant reference points, complicates the task of
determining a carbon externality cost. The cost of control approach can also be
based upon a "sustainability target" concept. With the sustainability target, we
start with a level of damage or risk that is considered to be acceptable, and then
estimate the marginal cost of achieving that target. It is important to note that, at

this stage in our collective understanding of the science of climate change, as well
as its social, economic, and physical impacts, the notion of a "sustainability targel"
is a construct useful for discussion, but not yet firmly established,

The "sustainability target" approach relies on the assumption that the nations of
the world will not tolerate unlimited damages. It also relies partly on an

expectation that policy leaders will realize that it is cheaper to reduce emissions
now and achieve a sustainability target than it is not to address climate change. It
is worth noting that a cost estimate based on a sustainability target will be a bit

o No peer review
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iower than a damage cost estimate because the "sustainability target" is going to

be a calculus of what climate change the planet is already committed to, and what

aclditional change we are willing to live with (again complicated by the fact that

different regions will see different impacts, and have different ideas about what is

dangerous and what is sustainable).

6.6.4. Estimation of CO2 EnvironmentalCosfs

Based upon our review of the merits of those various approaches, we selected an

approach that estimates the cost of controlling, or stabilizing, global carbon

emissions at a "sustainable level" or sustainability target. To develop that estimate,

the most recent science regarding the level of emissions that would be sustainable

was reviewed, as well as the literature on costs of controlling emissions at that

level.

The conceptual and practical challenges for estimating a carbon externality price

include the following:

. The damages are very widely distributed in time (over many decades or

even centuries) and space (across the globe);

. The "physical damages" include some impacts that are very difficult to

quantify and value, such as flooding large land areas; changes to local

climates; species range migration; increased risk of flood and drought;

changes in the amount, intensity, frequency, and type of precipitation;

changes in the type, frequency, and intensity of extreme weather events

(such as hurricanes, heat waves, and heavy precipitation);

. This list of "physical damages" includes some that are extremely difficult,

perhaps impossible, to reasonably express in monetary terms;

o The scientific understanding of the climate change process and climate

change impacts is evolving rapidly;

. There may well be reasons (not considered here) that the environmental

cost value could have a shape that starts lower and increases faster, or vice

versa, having to do with periods in which rates of change are most

problematic;

o The scale of the impact on the world economies associated with the impacts

of climate change andlor associated with the transformations of economies

to reduce greenhouse gas emissions are so large that using terms and

concepts such as "marginal" can be problernatic; and

The.impaets of elimate change are non-linear and non-continuous, including

"feedback cycles" that can most reasonably be thought of in te¡ms of thresholds
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beyond which thet'e are "run away damages" such as irreversible melting of the
Greenland ice sheet and the West Antarctic ice sheet, and collapse of the Atlantic
thermohaline circulation-a global ocean current system that circulates warm
surface waters.

Given the daunting challenge of valuing climate damages in economic terms, we
propose taking a practical approach consistent with the concepts of
"sustainability" and "avoidancs of undue risk." Specifically, the carbon extemality
can be valued by looking at the marginal costs associated with controlling total
carbon emissions at, ot below, the levels that avoid the major climate change risks
according to current expectations.

Nonetheless, because the environmental costs of energy production and use are so
significant, and because the climate change impacts associated with power plant
carbon dioxide emissions are urgently important, it is worthwhile to attempt to
estimate the externality price and to put it in dollar terms that can be incorporated
into electric system planning.

6.6.4.1. What is Current Understanding of the Correct Level of COz

Emissions?

In order to dete¡mine what is currently deemed a reasonable sustainability target,
we reviewed current science and predicted policy impacts that have been released
since AESC2009.

We reviewed several sources to determine reasonable assumptions about what
level of concentrations are deemed likely to achieve the sustainability target and
what emission reductions are necessary to reach those emissions levels. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's most recent Assessment Report
(PCC 2007a,15) indicates that concentrations of 445 to 490 ppm CO2equivalent
correspond to 2o lo 2.4oC increases above pre-industrial levels. A comprehensive
assessment of the economics of climate change, Stern (2007) proposes a long-term
goal to stabilize greenhouse gases at between the equivalent of 450 and 550 ppm
Co2. Recent reseârch indicates that achieving the 2oC goallikely requires
stabilizing atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide and other heat-trapping
gases near 400 ppm carbon dioxide equivalent (Meinshausen 2006).

The Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2007, Table sPM5)
indicates that reaching concentrations of 450 to 490 ppm CO2 equivalent requires
reduction in global CO2 emissions in 2050 of 50 to 85 percent below 2000
emissions levels. Stern (2007, xi) says that global emissions would have to be 70
percent below current levels by 2050 for stabilization at 450 ppm CO2 equivalent.
To accomplish such stabilization, the United States and other industrialized
countries would have to reduce greenhouse gas emissions on the order of B0 to 90
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percent below 1990 levels, and developing countries would have to achieve

recluctions from their baseline trajectory as soon as possible (den Elzen and

Meinshausen,2006).

In the United States, several states have adopted state greenhouse gas reduction

targets of 50 percent or more reduction from a baseline of 1-990 levels or then-

current levels by 2050 (California, Connecticut,Illinois, Maine, New Hampshire,

New Jersey, Oregon, ancl Vermont). The state of Massachusetts has set targets for
even greater reductions of greenhouse gases. The Global Warming Solutions Act
(GV/SA) was signed into law by Governor Deval Patrick in August 2008. The Act
calls for initiat reductions in greenhouse gas emissions of between L0 percent and

25 percentbelow 1990 levelsby 2020.In the Massøchusetts Clean Energ,, and

Clitnate Planþr 2020, released on December29,2070by the Massachusetts

Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs, the reduction target was

set at 25 percent below l-990 levels. The Global Warming Solutions Act also has

emissions reduction targets for 2030 and 2040,leading to an emissions reductions

target of 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050.

6.6.4.2. Cost of Stabilizing COz Emissions

There have been several efforts to estimate the costs of achieving a variety of
atmospheric concentration targets. The most comprehensive effort is the work of

the Intergovernmental Panel on Clirnate Change. The IPCC was established by the

World Meteorological Organization and UNEP in L988 to provide scientific,

technical and methodological support and analysis on climate change. IPCC has

issued four assessment reports on the science of climate change, climate change

impacts, and on rnitigation and adaptation strategies (in 1990,t995,200L,2007).

The IPCC's Fifth Assessment Report is due in2014.

IPCC (2007a) indicates that reductions on the order of 34 gigatons would be

necessary to achieve an 80 percent reduction below current emission levels. 182

IPCC (2001b,p. 45) estimates that up to 31- gigatons in reductions are available for

$98 per short ton of COz or less (Working Group III Summary for Policy Makers)

ín20lt dollars.183

For the 2011 AESC, we have examined other more recent studies, produced since

July 2009, on the costs of achieving stabilization targets that include the following,
and converted the given values to 2011$ per short ton of CO2:

18229ç19 emissions levels were 43Gt CO2-eq. IPCC (2007a)'

1831¡¡" value, expressecl in Table TS.3 in 2006 dollars per metric ton, is $97 per short ton of CO2 in 2011

doiiars ($1"00 metric ron of CO: x 1.07 [2006 to 2011 GDP values] x (1 metric ton/I.102 short ton)).
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a

a

In 2010 McKinsey and Company (McKinsey 20L0) released an update to
its second version of the Global Greenhouse Gas Abatement Cost Curvel84
in order to examine the impacts of the global financial crisis on carbon
economics and emissions reductions,lss The analysis came to the
conclusion that the global financial crisis and resulting economic downturn
has had a small impact on long-term emissions, and thus the size of the
required emission reductions ¡emains essentially the same. A stabilízation
level of 550 ppm, consistent with a temperature increase of 3oC, would
result in a marginal abatement cost of $101 per short ton of CO2. McKinsey
increased its estimate from $75 per short ton 1n 2009 in order to include
known carbon capture and storage (CCS) controls. The amount of energy
necessary to run CCS controls leads to increases in the CO2 abatement cost.
Achieving a stabilization level of 450 ppm, consistent with a temperature
increase of 2oC, would result in arnarginal abatement cost of $126 per
short ton.186

In the World Energy Outlook 2010, the International Energy Agency (IEA
20L0a) has modeled the implications and results of three international
policy framework scenarios: (1) the Current Policies Scenario, in which
country CO2 policies are held constant as of mid-2010¡, (2) the New Policies
Scenario, which takes into account broad policy commitments and plans
that countries have announced but not yet ímplemented; and (3) the 450
Scenario, which stabilizes COz levels at 450 ppm to limit temperature
increase to 2oC. Under the Cunent Policies Scenario, the IEA projects
carbon prices of $46 per short ton of COz in 2035, and a price of $39 per
short ton under the New Policies Scenario. Prices under the 450 Scenario
are projected to be $11L per short ton for OECD+ countries and $83 per
short ton for Other Major Economies. 187

184'¡¡" original Global Greenhouse Gas Abatement Cost Curve was released in2007. The second version
was released in2009. The 2010 update is known as Ver-sion 2.Lof.the Global Greenhouse Gas Abatement

Cost Cuwe .

185 McKinsey ancl Company dicl not update technology projections, but rather focused on updating tlre

macroeconomic effects on emissions in the business-as-usual (BAU) sccnario, and the resulting impact on

ernission reduction econo¡nics. A small number of model upglades and enhancements were also

performecl,

186 a¡s report values are expressed in 2005 Euros per metric ton of COz of B0 anrJ 100 Euros respectively.

187 gp6¡.. countries include all OECD countries, as well as non-OECD countries in the European Union.
Other Major Economies includes Brazil, China, the Middlc East, Russia, and South Africa.
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. The IEA examines four policy scenarios in its Technology Perspectives

2010, all of which reduce emissions of COz by 50 percent from 2005 levels

by 2050. In the Blue Map Scenario, these targets are achieved at a cost of

$L63 per short ton. If carbon capture and sequestration technologies are not

available, the marginal cost of abatement increases to $273 per short ton. In

the BIue Map case with high amounts of nuclear power, abatement cost is

$148 per short ton. Finally, in the Blue Map case with high renewables,

controls costs are $L42 per short ton.

The results of these studies mentioned above, as well as additional studies by

the same entitiecl88, arc summarized in Exhibit 6-56. The dotted line is drawn

at the value of atmospheric stabilization of 450 ppm CO2 equivalent, which
corresponds to a global temperature increase of 2oC above pre-industrial levels.

Exhibit 6-56: Summary Chart of Marginal Abatement cost studies
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188 thsss additíonal studies include: (1) Mcl(insey & Cornpany. 2009. "Pathways to a Low-Carbon

Iiconomy: Version 2 of the Global Greenhouse Gas Abatenent Cost Cutve."; (2) International Energy

Agency. 2008a, Wortd Energt Outlook 2008. Paris: Internatíonal Energy Agency.; and (3) International

Energy Agency, 2008b. Energt Technologt Perspectives 2008: Scenarios and Strategies to 2050, París:

in ternaLionai Ërrelgy Agertcy.
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'We recommencl that the estimated long-run marginal abatement cost be used as a

practical and reasonable measure of the societal cost of carbon dioxide emissions.
This can be applied to carbon dioxide emissions reductions, derived fiom lower
electricity generation as a result of energy efficiency, in order to quautify their
"full value." A portion of this value will be reflected in the allowance price for
emissions, and thus internalized in the avoided costs; the balance may be referred
to as an externality. Based on a review of these different sources, and our
experience and judgment on the topic, we believe that it is reasonable to use an

estimated long-term marginal abatement cost (LT MAC) of $80 per short tCO2

equivalent (2011$) in evaluating the cost-effectiveness of energy efficiency
measures. This estimate is essentially the same as our AESC 2009 estimate for the

LT MAC of $81.52 per short tCO2 equivalent (2011$).

Thus, states that have established targets for climate mitigation comparable to the
targets discussed in this Chapter, or that are contemplating such action, could view
the $80/ton long term abatement cost as a reasonable estimate of the societal cost
of carbon emissions, and hence as the long-term value of reductions in carbon
emissions required to achieve those targets.

Estimates of long-run marginal abatement costs include a degree of uncertainty.
These reflect the underlying assumptions about a variety of effects, among them
the extent of technological innovation, the selected emission reduction targets, the
technical potential of certain technologies, and international and national policy
initiatives, along with a variety of other influencing factors. Of course, selection of
this value requires multiple assumptions and cannot be definitive given the quickly
evolving combination of scientific understanding of the causes, effects and scale

of climate change, international policy initiatives, and technological advances. It
will be necessary to continuously review available information, and determine
what value is reasonable given information available at the time of reviews. A
value of $80 per short ton of CO2 reflects our experience that actual costs tend to
be lower than modeled values,189 and is a reasonable estimate of the long-run
marginal abatement costs for achieving a stabilization target that is likely to avoid
temperature increases higher than 2oC above pre-industrial levels.

6,6.5. Estimating COz Environmental Cosfs for New England
Our estimates of the "external" or additional cost associated with emissions of
carbon dioxide in New England are based upon the sustainability target and the

189 hr long-run marginal abatement value o[ $80 per short ton CO2 is slightly lower outsicle the range

shown in Exhibit 6-6. The lowest value that would achíeve atmospheric stabilization at 450 ppm as shown

in the trxhil¡it is approximately $83.
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forecast of carbon emission regulation in New England over the study period. The

externality value for carbon dioxide in each year was calculated as the estimated

long term marginal abatement cost of $80 per short ton minus the annual

allowance values internaiized in the projected electric energy market prices. For
AESC 20l1,,we repeat this calculation process for the RGGI only scenario. These

values are summarized in Exhibit 6-57.

Exhibit 6-57 z COzExternality Calculations

The annual allowance values tnternalized in the projected electric energy market
prices are shown in column b of Exhibil6-57. The values are based upon a

Synapse (Johnston 20tI) forecast of the carbon trading price associated with
anticipated carbon regulations starting in 20L8. That carbon price was included in
the dispatch model runs (in the generators' bids) and hence is embedded within the

AESC 2011 avoided electricity costs. The additional value in each year is the

difference between the estimate of long run marginal abatement cost ($80 per ton

CO2) and the value of the carbon trading price embedded in the projection of
whoiesaie eiectric energy prices.

1 AESC
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Exhibit 6-58 illustrates how the additional COz cost was cleterminecl. The line for
the allowance price is l¡ased on the forecast of carbon allowance costs, illustrating
the notion that the United States will gradually move to incorporate the climate
externality into policy. The "extemality" is sirnply the difference between the
estimate of the long-term marginal abatement cost (LT MAC) and the anticipated
allowance cost; that is, the area above the line with triangles and below $80 per
ton in the graph (shown between the double arrowed vertical line).

Exhibit 6-58: Determination of the Additional Cost of CO2 Emissions

The carbon dioxide externality price forecast is presented above as a single simple
price. This is for ease of application and because doing something more complex,
such as varying the shape over time or developing a distribution to represent
uncertainty, would go beyond the scope of this project and would stretch the
available information upon which the externality price is based. We fully
acknowledge the many complexities involved in estimating a carbon price, both
conceptual and practical.

'With regard to environmental costs, AESC 201J. focuses on the externality value
of carbon dioxide for the purpose of screening DSM programs. There are, of
coursc, many impacts of electric power production. A number of those impacts are
listed above in chapter 2.However, the bulk of displaced generation in New
England will be from existing and future natural gas plants. For these, CO2
emissions are the dominant non-internalized environmental cost.

6.6.6. Applying CO2 Costs in Evaluations of DSM Programs
The externality values from Exhibit 6-57 above are incorporated in the avoided
electricity cost workbooks and expressed as dollar per kWh based upon our
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anaiysis of the CO2 emissions of the marginal generating units summarized in
Exhibit 6-5L.

At a minimum program administrators should calculate the costs and benefits of
DSM programs with and without these values in order to assess their incremental
impact on the cost-effectiveness of programs. However, we recommend the

program administrators include these values in their analyses of DSM, unless

specifically prohibited from doing so by state or local law or regulation.

The Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities recently clarified its policies
with regard to the avoided costs of energy efficiency programs. In light of the
requirement of the Green Communities Actle0 to implement all cost-effective
energy efficiency resources, the Department opened an investigation to update its
energy efficiency guidelines, including policies regarding the types of costs and
benefits that can be included in cost-effectiveness screening in Massachusetts.

The Department affirmed the use of the Total Resource Cost test, and clarified
how environmental benefits could be used in evaluating cost-effectiveness. The
Department cited a Supreme Judicial Court (SJC) case that addressed the

circumstances under which the Department may require Program Administrators
to account for environmental impacts in evaluating energy resources. The SJC

found that the Department could not require Program Administrators to consider
environmental externalities in evaluating energy resources, as it did not have the

statutory authority 1e de ss.1el

However, the SJC made it clear that the Department does have the authority to
require Program Administrators to include the costs of compliance with current

and reasonably foreseeable future environmental regulations, as these compliance
costs would be incorporated in electricity prices over which the Department has

clear jurisdiction. The Department identified the Global 'Warming Solutions Act
and federal measures to control greenhouse gas emissions as examples of existing
and reasonably anticipated future environmental regulations, and made it clear that
"the Department expects Program Administrators to include estimates of such

compliance costs in the calculation of fufure avoided energy s6s[s."'le2

190 71, Act Relative to Green Communities. Acts of 2008, Chapter L69, July 2,2008,

797 Investigation by the Departnrcnt of Public Utitities on its Own Motion into Llpdating its Energt

Efficiency Guidelines Consisl.entv,ith anAcl Relative to Green Cotnmunilies, Order, DPU 08-50-4, March

L6,2009, pages 1-4 and 15,

192 lnvestigation by the Deparlment of Public Utitities on its Own Ìlúotion into Updating iß Energy

l!fiìciency Guidelines Consístenl with an Act Relqlive to Green Comnnnilies, Order, DPU 08-50-4, March

1.6, 2,009, page 1'/ .
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The next section explains why a DSM program could result in CO2 emission
reductions even under a cap and trade regulatory framework.

6.6.7, lmpact of DSM on Carbon Emissions Under a Cap and Trade
Regulatory Framework (RGG l)

The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative is a cap and trade greenhouse gas
program for power plants in the northeastern United States. Participant states
include Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New
York, Rhode Island, Vetmont, Maryland and New Jersey.lss Pennsylvania, the
Dist¡ict of Columbía,the Eastern Canadian Provinces, and New Brunswick are
official "obsetvers" in the RGGI process. Eleven rounds of auctions have currently
occurred.

As currently designed, the program:

. Stabiliz e COz emissions from power plants at current levels for the period
2009-2015, followed by a 1-0 percent reduction below current levels by
20L9;

. Allocate a minimumof 25 percent of allowances fo¡ consumer benefit and
strategic energy purposes. Allowances allocated for consumer benefit will
be auctioned and the proceeds of the auction used for consumer benefit and
strategic energy purposes; and

. Include certain offset provisions that increase flexibility to include
opportunities outside the capped electricity generation sector.

With carbon dioxide emissions regulated under a cap and trade system, as

assumed in this market price analysis, it is conceivable that a load reduction from
a DSM program will not lead to a reduction in the amount of total system carbon
dioxide emissions. The annual total system emissions for the affected facilities in
tlre relevant region are, after all, capped. In the analysis that was documented in
this report, the relevant cap and trade regulation is the Regional Greenhouse Gas
Initiative (RGGÐ for the period 20IL to 2017 and an assumed national cap and
trade system thereafter. However, there are a number of reasons why a DSM
program could result in COz emission reductions, specifically:

o Reduction in load that reduces the cost (marginal or total cost) of achieving
an emissions cap can result in a tightening of the cap. This is a complex
interaction between the energy system and political and economic systems,

193 ¡t* Jersey Governor Christie has announced that Ncw Jersey will withdraw from RGGI at the end of
201.1..
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and is difficult or impossible to model, but the dynamic may reasonably be

assumed to exist;

. Specific provisions in RGGI provide for a tightening or loosening of the
cap (via adjustments to the offset provisions that are triggered at different
price levels). It is unknown at this point whether and to what extent such

"automatic" adjustments rnight be built into the US carbon regulatory
system;

. It is also possible that DSM efforts will be accompanied by specific
retirements or allocations of allowances that would cause them to have an

impact on the overall system level of emissions (effectively tightening the

cap); and

r To the extent that the cap and trade system "leaks" because of its
geographic boundaries, one would expect the benefits of a carbon

emissions reduction resulting from a DSM program to simílarly "leak."
That is, a load reduction in New York could cause reductions in generation

(and emissions) at power plants in New York, Pennsylvania, and elsewhere.

Because New York is in the RGGI cap and trade system, the emissions

reductions realized at New York generating units may accrue as a result of
increased sales of allowances from New York to other RGGI states,

However, because Pennsylvania is not in the RGGI system, the emissions

reductions at Pennsylvania generating units would be true reductions
attributable to the DSM program.

The first th¡ee of these points, above, would also apply to a national COz cap and

trade program. The fourth point, about leakage and boundaries, would apply as

well, but to a lesser extent.

6,7. Social Discount Rate

The Project Team surveyed Study Group members and other sources to

summarize the real discount rate used in cost-effectiveness models for energy

efficiency programs in the six New England States as well as California, New
York, Oregon and'Washington. Appendix C summarizes results from our survey
of real discount rates.
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PUB MANITOBA HYDRO GRA O1-10-2013

2922

1 And

2 purely quantitative

3 iooking at some ot

I guess my question is: Are those

calculations? I mean. are you aJ-so

the qualitative factors? For

4 example, my .Frouse is more comtortable.

5 MS. LOIS MORRISON: When werre looking

6 at the analysis, we take into consideration measurable

7 non-energy benetits when werre J-ooking at the

I technology screen or wlrat we call a technology

9 screen or a product screen. So when t¡Ierre deciding it

10 werre going to promote or werre investigating

l-l whether increased insulation is valua.ble or or

72 sometlring we want to promoLe, or bett,er etticiency

l-3 showerheads, or ewen it v/erre looklng at, say, CO2

L4 sensors in commercial operations, we look at the

15 marginal value identi as outlined by Mr. Miles.

16 And Ít therers additional non-energy

1-'7 benef its that can be measured, we include that va-Lue.

18 So the easiest one (1), of course, is water savings.

19 So we includ.e the the reduced cosL of water. But we

20 would and we will look at when we when we get

2t turther into the discussion, we talk about societal

22 benetits. hle taLk ot the socletal Lest. lVe do look at

23 it trom adding in just, a l0 percenL add --- adder to

24 sây, WeiI, lrow close is it to being cost effective with

25 a l0 percent rrder? You know, brrng it into -- you
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1 know, into account for those non-quantifiable benefits.

2 But it's not so so we will- l-ook at

3 it to see how close it is to being economic and if

4 those additional if that 1-0 percent might bring it

5 up. But we don't specifically say try to quantify

6 those things Iike increased comfort or higher

7 productivity for for because werve got more

I dayliqht in in the work environment.

9 MR. RAYMOND LAFOND: My question is

10 more technical, !{hen you talk of fevelized costs.

11 what's the different between levelized costs for the

12 next thirty (30¡ years versus average costs for the

l-3 next thirty (30) years?

1,4 MR. TERRY MILES: I,tlell, as I

15 understand, average costs would be a simpJ-e

L6 mathematical average or mean of the numbers out in

L7 time. Levelized cost uses a discount rate to bring

18 things back in time -*

19 RAYMOND LAFOND: So it's a

20

2L

22

z5

24

MR.

discounted rate?

MR.

MR.

discount rate of,

MR.

TERRY MILES:

RAYMOND LAFOND:

what, 6 percent?

TERRY MILES:

for this, yeah.

Yes.

And you use a

Yeah, it varíes, but

25 it's in that order
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PUB MANITOBA HYDRO GRA O1-10-201-3

291 4

l- ürhat the imPact on the

2 ),s tor the under the

trom a societal PersPective

societ,al test, we added on a l0

what would iL look like it we

Ít i-nfluence the fiow does

3 percent

4 were to

rider just to

d.o that, holt does

5 it attect

number was

our economics?

MR. BOB PETERS:

would be perhaPs

The the 10 Percent

arbLLrary, as oPPosed to

6

7

ö

9

calculated?

MS. LOIS MORRISON: Ttrs not

10 cal-culated, but it was consistent with what some other

l-1 jurisdictions we I re Iooking at.

L2 MR. BOB PETERS: Do You know whÍch

l-3 other jurisdicLions use the societal cost test as a

L4 screen in determining whether or noL the DSM program

l-5 makes it. to market?

L6

L7 (BRIEF PAUSE)

t-8

Lg MS. LOIS MORRISON: A number ot

20 utj-Iities use, and

2I reterenced this in hÍs

22 utilities that use '--

and I do believe

evidence. There

that -r: that augment their

rider on it, and that23 resource benetits bY adding a

Mr. Dunsky

are a number of

24

25

rÍder has been designated or

established. bY Èher-r el-trler

or denot,ed or - - or

tnelr regulau()L t)L Lrrer-r
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tottr

1 provincial governmenL through policy, or through t,he

2 state governmenL through po.J-icy.

3 And those utilities would be sucfi as BC

4 Hydro, Etficiency trom Efficiency Nova Scotia uses

5 it as part ot theÍr theyrre not a utility, but they

6 are the representative of the government tor delivering

7 energy etticiency programs.

I MR. BOB PETERS: T want to turn to page

9 343 of the book ot documents and discuss anotfrer

10 concept raised by in the evidence ot Mr. Dunsky.

lt And in essence I interpret Mr. Dunsky to be sayÍng that

12 presently Manitoba Hydro has a sales '.* sorry, a

1-3 savings to sal-es ratio of about decimal tour-three

L4 (.43).

1-5 Do you recall t,hat trom our previous

l-6 discussion, Ms. Morrison; the the sawings to sales

L7 ratio by Mr. Dunsky tor Manitoba Hydro was

l-8 approxÍmately point tour-three (.43)?

19 MS. LOIS MORRISON: Yes, tlrat rs

20 correct.

2I MR. BOB PETERS: And it Manitoba Hydro

22 was to to increase its savi-ngs to sales ratio and

23 move up t,o the t,op quartile, it would probably have to

24 double its expendi-tures on DSM trom 34 miilion up to

25 probably 65 miIIion.
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1 end product under the levelized utility cost test

2 that's that a that a measure has gone throuqh?

3 MS. LOIS MORRISON: Yes. Page 315 of

4 the book of documents lists the Ievelized utility cost.

5 It it's not a testi it's a metric. I think that Mr.

6 -- that we that Mr. Dunsky actuafly pointed out.

7 But we just put it in as part of our economic analyses.

B trùe've listed it there. Butr Y€sr that's what the

g levelized utility cost is for the individual programs.

10 MR. BOB PETBRS : And when you look at

1,L that number, what what is Manitoba Hydro seeking to

L2 determine from that calculation?

13 MS . LOIS MORRISON: Vùe look at both the

L4 rate impact measure test and the levelized utility cost

15 test as a gauqe by which to assess the level of

1,6 investment that the utility should make on behalf of

L-t the ratepayer, in terms of affecting the market or

18 investíng in in a change in the marketplace.

L9 Vfe what those tests will tell us is

20 to the extent which first, under the rate impact

2L measure test, the extent to which the program

22 investment may or may not affect rates going forward.

23 And I believe in I think t.hat r^ras that \^Ias quite

24 art well articulated by Mr. Thomson in his

25 testimony, that given our current financial position,

DIGI-TRAN INC. 1-800.663-4915
Serving Clients Across

or I-403-2-16-'7 6LI
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1 any new business case any ne\^/ DSM programs that

2 Manitoba Hydro puts forward should have a sound

3 business case and that any of the programs going

4 forward should reduce the upward pressure on rates, net

5 increase the pressure on rates. And so we take that

6 into consideration in our design.

7 Now, when we're looking at our overall

B portfolio, we \^tere \n¡erre attempting not to have an

9 in an upward pressure on rat,es. We are taking that

10 into consideration, what's the best way to reach that

11 market, Vfe also consider: llühat. does the customer

1,2 who's participating benefit from, in terms of that

13 analys is ?

1,4 And that that's going into some of

15 Vour ,*,- the discussion on page 336 of the book of

1-6 documents . üIe I re trying to balance to Utility' s

t'7 investment against the customersr investment.s and the

1B benef it that they rece j-ve.

19 MR. BOB PETERS: Wel1, the l-evelized

20 utility cost is the level of investment the Utility is

2L prepared to make in the program?

22 MS. LOIS MORRISON: The levelized

23 utility cost is demonstrating what it's costing us to

24 achieve that kilowatt hour of energy.

25 MR. BOB PETERS : And is it arguable
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environmental retrofits and low marketenergy prices (resulting in low utilization for

some coal plants), both current and projected. The low market ener8y prices are due to

the recession, low natural-gas prices, MISO wind development for renewable energy

standards, energy-efficiency programs, and Hydro exports, among other factors. See

Attachment PUB/GAC-9 for a list of the coal-plant retirements announced in and around

MISO. Some statements by coal-plant owners attribute the retirements, in part, to low

market prices and the availability of cheaper alternatives. With respect to Silver Lake,

"Rochester's city utility decided it would be cheaperto buy electricity than to upgrade

its decades-old generating station....'This is clearly an economic decision,'Jerry

Williams, president of the city-owned utility's board, said of the vote to decommission

the plant ín 20L5. 'Basically, we can go out on the open market and purchase

electr¡city,.,at a lot less cost."' (http://www.startribune.com/business/165367786.htm1)

b) Mr. Chernick does not see any way that increased exports from MH to MISO would be

likely to extend the life of coal plants. With a purchase from MH, or lower market prices

due to addítional Hydro energy being available in the MISO markets, operating the coal

ptants would be less economic than with less energy from Hydro. lt is conceivable that a

purchase of X GWh from Hydro would allow a utility to meet some future greenhouse-

gas requirementwhile retir¡ng less coalcapacitythan would be retired if the same

emissions reduction were met with increased generation from gas-fired combined-cycle

plants, which would require about 2xX GWh of gas generation'

PUB/GAC 10 Reference: Page 23 Economic Screening Tests

To supplement the information provided on why the LUC should not be used, please identify

and describe more fully which of the other screening tests employed by MH are considered

irrelevant and why.

Response:

The Marginal Resource Cost ("MRC") test is not intended to be a definitive cost-effectiveness

test. lf the marginal costs and participant costs and benefits are properly stated, the MRC is a

reasonable approximation of the Total Resource Cost test, for initial measure screening. lt is not

a substitute for the TRC test.

The Rate lmpact Measure ("RlM")test has no place in screening DSM programs, measures or

enhancement. Attachment PUB/GAC-IO presents Mr. Chernick's discussion of the problems with

this computation in detail.

Mr. Chernick's testimony describes the problems with the Levelized Utility Cost ("LUC") test.

The Simple Customer Payback calculation is not useiuias a screening test. Payback is oiten a

useful indicator of customer acceptance, but whether customers accept a measure is often
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more a function of program design (e.g., information, technical assistance, direct installation,
contractor arranging, direction of incentives to the appropriate parties) than simple payback.

PUB/GAC 11 Reference: Page24 Screening of DSM

Please elaborate on why benefits to the Province should be a consideration for DSM screening

Response:

Mr. Chernick's references to "the Province" on page 24 of his direct testimony refer to the sum

of benefits and/or costs to Hydro, Centra, and consumers of Manitoba electríc, gas, and water
consumers. While the Board might draw the lines differently, Mr. Chernick expects that it would
view direct financial costs and benefits to utility customers withîn Manitoba to be relevant to
utility decisionma king.

PUB/GAC 12 Reference: Page 25 Ln 6-8

a) Please elaborate on how changes to the Marginal Cost estimate and using Total
Resource Cost to screen DSM will lead to greater savings and lower total ratepayer
costs.

b) Please comment on the impact on DSM savings and ratepayer costs, by continued low
export prices.

Response:

a) The cited testimony states that "planning DSM based on minimizing total costs and
usÍng full marginal costs would almost certainly produce much greater savings and lower

total costs to Manitoba power consumers." As explained in Mr, Chernick's testimony,
Hydro appears to have rejected DSM options that would pass the TRC test, even with
Hydro's current estimate of marginal costs. By definition, a measure that passes the TRC

is expected to reduce total costs, lmplementing additional cost-effective energy-

efficiency would result in additional energy savings and reductions in total costs borne

by ratepayers. As for the rnarginal costs, Mr. Chernick cannot determine whether Hydro

has used appropriate estimates for full marginal costs, due to Hydro's refusal to provide

the derivation of its estimates or data that would allow the testing of those estimates.

b) All else equal, lower export prices will reduce the marginal generation costs used in

screening DSM and hence the number of measures that pass the TRC screen and the
resulting energy savings, Since Hydro's screening of DSM remains mysterious, it is not
clear how much DSM savings would change in response to a change in Hydro's marginal-

cost estimates. Low export prices will tend to reduce Hydro's profits from exports,

reducing the credit to domestic classes.
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Attachment xx. page 1 of 6

Measur¡ng Rate and B¡ll Effects
Adapted from Direct Testimony of Paul Chernick

Kansas Corporation Commission Docket No. 12-GIMX-337-GIV

Is it appropriate to examine the effects of energy-efficiency programs

on customer rates and bills?

A: Yes. As utilities ramp up energy-efficiency efforts to significant levels, the

ratepayer impacts of the energy-efficiency portfolio should be examined

carefully to flag any equity problems or disruptive tate shifts. If important

inequities are identified in distribution of benefits and costs of energy-

efficiency programs across classes, or among customers of varying sizes

and types (r.g., space-heating versus other residential customers), the utility

and the Board should correct the incidence of benefits (by emphasizing

programs and delivery mechanisms that address undersetved groups) and/or

cost allocation (by changing the recovery of costs across classes, seasons,

sales blocks, and other billing determinants).

More broadly, the equity effect of an energy-efficiency program

depends on the following factors:

o whether the customer group served by the program is otherwise served

more or less than other grouPs;

o whether the customer group served by the program is more in need of

assistance to overcome the barriers to efficiency;

o whether the program is available to a large group of customers;

o whether the magnitude of the program results in a significant rate effect;

o the extent to which the program permanently transforms markets, so

that higher-efficiency equipment and designs become standard practice

478
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and even non-participants in the program wind up with better cquipment

and lower bills.

Energy-efficiency programs are not the only utility activities that

result in rate effects. Many utility investments, including most cost-

effective generation plants, raise bills in the short term and reduce bills over

the longer term. Investments made to accommodate fast-growing customers

and classes often increase bills to slower-growing customers. The costs of

investments that reduce fuel and purchased-power costs are often allocated

among customer classes very differently than the costs the investments

avoid. The Cornmission tolerates these distributional effects to minimize

costs and maxir¡ize benefits to customers as a whole over time.

Is the Rate Impact Measure (nrnn) a useful rnetric to assess the equity of

the energy-efficiency portfolio?

No. The RIM is a very crude metric, invented in the I970s, the very early

days of utility energy-efficiency programs. The Rttvt has been rejected by

utilities and regulators serious about promoting energy efficiency because it

does a poor job of measuring rate effects (its stated purpose), and a worse

job of measuring the fairness or equity of an energy-efficiency portfolio.

The nlu has in the past been an excuse not to pursue energy-efficiency;

whenever lost revenues exceed avoided costs, almost all efficiency efforts

would faii the nlu.

The nnr¿ is the ratio of two present values over the measure lifetime:

the present value of avoided costs divided by the sum of utility costs and

lost revenues. The RIM does not fulfill any of the following analyses:

. reflecting the effect of energy-elÏiciency programs on customer bills,

o estimating the effects on the various rate classes,

a

A
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determining whether the rate effects of particular measures or programs

are increasing or decreasing the fairness of the distribution of net

benefits among classes,

estimating rate or bill effects by year.

Ql Is the RIM used in program or measure screening in any jurisdiction

with signiflrcant energy-efficiency programs?

A: Not that I am aware of. So far as I can tell, even California, which

originated the nIM, has never used it in any substantive manner,

Q: Does any jurisdiction use a test like the mu to screen other activities,

such as supply additions and rate design?

A: Not that I am aware of. No other utility activity is singled out for

comparable treatnrent.

Q: What are the specific problems with the RIM test as a metric for

efficiency?

A: I have identified seven distinct problems with the RIM. First, the RIIvt does

not project percentage changes in rates and bills, or any other measure that

would be useful to a decision maker concerned about rate levels. For

example, in its 2005 resource plan report, British Columbia Hydro

identified seven programs with nlu ratios of 0.6 or 0.7, which looks like a

very serious rate effect. In fact, Hydro determined that those programs

would have miniscule effects on rate, ranging from 0.0002çlkWhto

0.0089ø/kWh.1 According to this analysis, even the program with the

lNote that these rate irnpacts are described in cents, not dollars, Because these rate effects

are much smaller than the Commission would normally see, it may be useful tcl restate

them as $0,000002/kWh to $0.000089/kwh, or $0.002/MWh to $0.089/MWh.
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largest effect on rates would increase rates less Íhan/too of a cent per

kilowatt-hour. Any non-participants who chose to participate in any of

Hydro's efficiency program would almost certainly save more than thc

miniscule costs that might be shifted to them by low-RtM programs.

Second, the ruu purports to measure the effect of a utility action on

rates. Programs passing the Utility Cost Test and Total Resource Cost Test

will generally reduce the present value of total revenue requirements,

average utility bills, and total costs of energy services, including the costs

paid directly by participants. Thus, even if rates rise, energy consumption

will fall by a larger percentage, resulting in a net decrease in bills. The

Commission and utilities should be striving to reduce the total dollars that

customers are paying for their energy services, not necessarily the rate per

kilowatt-hour. After all, consumers write checks for bills, not for rates. And

reducing bills will leave customers with more income to spend on other

needs, while reducing the cost of doing business and increasing the

economic competitiveness of the state's industries.

Third, the RIM does not indicate how the program affects each rate

class. Depending on the recovery mechanisms for energy-efficiency costs

and lost revenues, and on the allocation of the avoided costs, any overall

rate increase may be isolated to the rate classes using the program. If all

customers in the class can participate in the programs, everyone's bills may

be lower, even if their rates are higher.

Fourth, the RIM does not measure rate and bill effects well because the

magnitude of the rate effects of any utility action depend on the timing and

magrritude of ths program, and cannot be usefully measured on a project-

specific or measure-specific basis. The RItr¡ is a rough rleasure of only the

average effect on rates, over a long period of time.
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Fifth, the non-participants in one program rnay be participants in other

programs, and non'participants in the first year may be participants in later

years. Over time, portfolios of energy-efficiency programs should be

designed to offer direct benefits to as rnany customers as feasible. If the nIu

is used to reject many programs, more customers will be non-participants

and be more likely to pay more than they save from energy-efficiency

programs, at least for some years. Estimates of rate, bill and equity effects

are only meaningful on a portfolio basis,

Sixth, the energy-efficiency option that most conclusively fails the nlvt

may also increase the equity of the portfolio. For example, suppose that a

program targeting refrigeration and cooking use of small restaurants has a

RtM benefit/cost test of iess than 1.0. For that segment of the small-

commercial class, this rnay be the only program in which the customers can

participate in a major way. Hence, even if the program increases rates for

non-restaurant small-commercial customers, it would help to balance the

portfolio by ensuring that all portions of the class have access to significant

savings.

Finalty, a serious defect of the RIM test is that it disproportionately

focuses on the small near'term rate impacts of energy-efficiency programs

while entirely ignoring the much larger rate impacts associated with future

large capital investments in new generation assets. It is clear that that

effective energy-efficiency program can minimize or defer the necessity for

such large capital investments. As such, any near-term small rate impacts

associated with energy-efficiency programs can be an effective tool for

minimizing ratepayer (and overall macroeconomic) exposure to much-

I 1 I I ! ----- -^!-r-l -:1r^ ,----r¿i l-:lf :^,- -I^11---Iarger clouDlc-urglt ratc iltul 9asgs assoLrarcu w 1Lil lllulu-ulliluil-rlullar

capital-construction proj ects.
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Avoiding adverse effects on groups of customers is certainly an

important consideration for utilities and the Commission. Those effects can

be better assessed by analyses such as those performed by BC Hydro, or

more detailed analyses of rates that would be charged to specific customer

groups, rather than the uninformative RIM test.
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PUB/CAC & GAC I Reference: Figure l Benchmarking

a) Please provide a schedule of supporting calculations for MH's and other Canadian
' jurisdiótions' position on the chart with references to supporting documents'

Please see accompanying Excel file'

In reviewing the file, we noticed an enor (incorrect cell link) that resulted in an understatement of

ff'¿.o-Qo.tec's 20í0 savings. Listed u" ò.41yo,the cortect value is 0'55%' We apologize for the

elÏor,

b) please explain why Mr. Dunsþ did not include jurisdictional comparisons with Ontario'

saskatche** uttd Alberta andwhat factors wa¡ranted their exclusion?

The benchmarkng exercise used readily-available data covering all u-S. states' In order to

include a Canadian perspective, *" ,.rpil"-ented that with data from the Canadian provinces that

were the focus of the móre detai hrnarking exercise we were *4t
undertaking. This allowed us to American regions while-minimizing

the time and cost of the exercise that the inclusion of Ontario' Saskatchewan and

Alberta would have materially changed the results'

c) Please comrnent on MH's relative position to canadian peers?

Note to reader: the valuefor Hydro-Quebec was based on an incorrect cell link and has been

corrected to 0.55% (see above)'

h 2010, the energy savings generated by Hydro-Québec's programs were somewhat gteater

fZl"l">tian tvtaniióta HyírJis, while saíinfs generated in B.C. and Nova Scotia were nearly

àouUí, those of Manitoba Hydro (92% andbl% higher, respectively). While one should use a

of thesÑalues are anomalies: reported 2010 savings

anitoba, and Québec) all fell roughly at the mid-

avings. In Nova Scotia's case, annual savings are

far below those of both 2011 and2072'

d) please explain what additional annual expenditures MH will be required to make given

current levels to achieve the top quartile position. Identify programs to be targeted'

quartile o Írâins the same goi in the

ba Hydro minimum of aPPro ings /

op quartil this would require

savings of 220 GWh.

Page 1 of 40
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At a typical yield of $0.30/k\4,h (first year)r, the annual budgetary requirement for Manitoba

Hydro would be about $65 million,

I have not underüaken a complete assessment of Manitoba Hydro's planr:ed poÍfolio of programs,

though I identified in my testimony some examples of opportunities that do not seem to be

targeted. Broadly speaking, each program would need to be revisited with a view to maximizing
both depth ofsavings and participation rates.

PUB/CAC & GAC 2 Reference: Dunsky Rpt Page 6

a) Please provide a comparison between the savings over sales versus share offorecast
growth approaches for MH

See response to (b) below.

b) Please explain what factors have led to the share of forecast growth not being used as a

metric.

There are two primary factors:

First, savings / sales has evolved to become the industry standard benchrnarking metric.

Secon<l, the alternative "share of forecast growth" metric would have been uniquely unfai¡ to
Manitoba Hydro in the current North American economic context. As economic growth - and

with it demand growth - has temporary slowed or halted in many US states, this indicator would
likely have pointed to much higher ratios for states with the most affected economies, compared

with Manitoba that has largely weathered the storm, The resulting values for these US states

would have appeared artificially impressive, but would have been the result of a temporary

economic anomaly.

c) Given MH's planned investments in new Generation and Transmission please explain

which metric is most appropriate in measuring DSM efforts.

It depends on the purpose of the metric. If the purpose is to compare DSM goals and performance

against other regions, the savings/sales metric is more appropriate for the reasons noted above. If
the purpose is to set internal targets, both can be of value. For example, Manitoba might wish to

adopt a target or requirement for DSM to cover X% of projected load growth; the resulting
planned savings could then be benchmarked against other regions using a o% of sales metric.

PUB/CAC & GAC 3 Reference: Dunsky Report Page 8

Please describe how rate structure changes have been utilized in other jurisdictions and cotnment

on the applicability of these rate structurcs in the context of MH. Provide specific examples.

r, Manitoba Hydro's current planned cost is $0.28/kWh (frrst year),

Page 2 of 40
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1 plan. This plan is then included as one of the

2 resource optíons in developing the Corporation's

3 integrated resource plan for meeting Manitoba's future

4 electricitY reguirements,

5 Manitoba Hydro recognízes that when

6 compared on a percent of sales basis, some regions are

7 pursuinq higher levels of energy savings than what is

B being planned for under the corporation's 20II Power

9 Smart plan. While Manitoba Hydro agrees that. using a

10 savings ratio metric in general is valid for comparing

11 energy conservation efforts between regions, such

12 comparisons must be done \^rith consíderable caution

13 where regions differ -+ where regional dífferences

L4 exj-sL, such as the difference in load characteristics

15 and marginal cost considerations.

!6 Conclusions shoul-d not be drawn solely

Ll upon benchmark metric comparisonsr âs such comparisons

18 may lead to misleading or ambiguous conclusions. For

19 example, in the comparison presented by Mr. Dunsky, the

20 analyses undertaken among regions having considerable

2L differentials in marginal cost values, which the Man --

22 which Manitoba Hydrors marginal costs being

23 considerably fower than a number of regions'

24 As such, it is expected that regions

25 with higher marginal cost values will have more
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1 economic opportunities available to them. Manitoba

2 Hydrors Power Smart plan is based on the unique

3 situation of having marginal cost values which are

4 considerably lower than regions such as bus British

5 CoIumbia, Nova Scotia, and Vermont; having marginal

6 values where the export electricity market accounts for

1 a significant component of those margínal cost values,

B as opposed to deferral of new generation; and having

9 Ioad characteristics consisting of a large, diverse

1-0 industrial load, sígnificant electricit.y use for space

11 and water heating combined with high degree hiqh

L2 heating deqree days.

13 Manitoba Hydro recognizes that its DSM

1,4 targets are declining but would assert that this is a

15 reflection of Manitoba Hydrors consistent long-term

16 engagement in DSM and a diminishing availability of

1,'7 economic energy-efficient opportunities remaining in

1B the Manitoba market.

19 Manitoba Hydro agrees with aggressively

20 pursuing ênergy-effícíent opportunitíes. However, the

2I Corporation believes it's ímportant to primarily pursue

22 those opportunities which are economic.

23 MS. ODETTE FERNANDES: Wilf there be

24 any changes on how Manítoba Hydro will establish its

25 DSM targets in the future, including any external
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2

l- Minnesota, and Vermont?

3 mentioned

4 concept of

5 done with

in my direct

MS . LOIS MORRISON: VüeIl, as I

to

testimony, u/e suPPort the

metricsi however, it has to becomparing

caution and in consideration of aI1 the

6 the differences between the two (2) markets or between

7 the markets.

B As I mentioned, Vermont, Nova Scotia'

9 and British Columbia, all have significantly higher

10 marginal values associated v'rith the energ'y savings'

1l- which means that technologies that would be economic

1-2 there may not be economic in Manitoba. The other issue

13 that r/,/e had talked about was the plesence of and Mr'

14 Dunsky did attempt to -- to look at it from the

15 perspectíve of the heating degree days, but what was

1_6 not considered was the percentage of electric heat

I7 associated with Lhat.

18 And when you have that in the metric,

l-9 what it does is it drives up the slze of your

20 denominator. So, when you're doing the math, $'erre

2L starting out with a much larger denominator just

22 because of the fact that we have higher degree heatíng

23 degree days heating and a higher percentage of

24 electríc heat. And and there has been discussion

25 that well then that means you have more
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PUB/CAC & GAC 16 Reference: Page 33 Economic screening

a) please provide a description of each of the screening methods and the relative strengths

and wjaknesses relatedto each approach for determining the level of DSM investments,

Screening methods are both valuable (for providing guidance) and subject to misuse (when

miscalculated, or when used in ratio form to optimize portfolios).

Cunently in North America, there are two types of tests that are commonly used as primary

scr€ens:

o TRC: The ',TRÇ" is meant to account for the sum of utility and participant perspectives.

A variant of ttre tRC, the "S", further accounts for societal benefits. The TRC is

increasingly controversial, as a growing number of studies are finding that it is being

used incorrectlY. In so doing, s -
primarily but nât exclusiveiY of

regions, esPeciallY those that

-õai¡, tn. rnc (sometime, the

Program Administrator Cost test (PAC

o pACT: The pACT treats DSM on the same footing as new supply, i.e' it accounts for the

utility's cost, and the utility's benefit (avoided costs), It is a simpler, more

straightforward approach. it is considered both less comprehcnsive, and fairer'

o Others: I understand that Manitoba Hydro continues to use the RM test (though it is not

clear to what extent). I note that in North America today, the RIM is rarely if ever used as

a primary screening test.

Across our cohort regions, one (Vermont) use the SCT, two (B'C. and Massachusetts) use a

substantively tr¿odifõd TRc, one (Minnesota) uses the a combination PACT and SCT, and one

1Ñ.S.¡ uses á classic TRC, though ìhis is currently under review. ln all cases, these are applied at

either the program or sector level'

The fotlowing charts illustrate the boundaries of the various tests as they are commonly applied'

Page 13 of40
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As important as the choice of tests may be,

while the tests may provide guidance,

equity a given rate class).

equally critical
should only be

for
to ths',extent

fiiile of "loss leadoÈ!' {ìli,$

is how they are used. For examPle,

used as hard screens at either the

Finally, it is also critically important to choose appropriate metrics. Most tests can be expressed

in one of three v/ays: absoluté terms (NPV), ratios (B/C), or unit terms ($/kWh). While a B/C

ratio is important io understandwhether a DSM plan screens positively, it is not appropriate when

examining different strategic options for a specific proglam. For example, a ploglam

administræor may be 
"onsid*ring 

two different options regarding incentive levels for a given

program. Under option A, the utility would provide very low incentives, which would generate

6ott to* participation and high free ridership among participants. Under option B, the utility
would próvide úigh incentivei, which would generate high participation but (arguably) cost the

utility more money for every kWh saved. If the program manager used the simple PACT test (aka

Page 14 of 40
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utility cost Test), option A would show a rnuch better B/C ralio, even though option B might

maximize the net present value of the program'

Finally, I should note thatbeyond the choice oftests and their application context, users ought

take care in determining appiopriate inputs. Recent work, including by my firm and others, has

foun{ important errors in the inputs used to determine costs and benefits.

b) please indicate the implications on DSM spending behind Mr. Dunsþ's suspicion related

to MH's screening Practices.

To clarify, I did not point to a "suspicion" as much as addressed a variety of reasons that may

explain Vãnitoba Hydro's DSM plan. Screening practices may or may not be among them'

If Manitoba Hyclro were either placing too much emphasis on the RIM, or using a flawed version

of the TRC, thl impact could bå to underestimate thé net value of DSM options and, as a result,

not pursue óertain ôptions. More imporlantly, if the tests are being used to optimize pfoglam

designs, but NPV is not used as the metric, then there is a real risk that programs are being

designed to produce minimal effect.

For example, I understand that the Levelized Utility Cost (LUC) is a critical consideration for

tvtunltoUu Uydro in screening DSM opporrunities. The LUC effectively provides valuable

information, and in -uny .oi", *uy ú" entirely appropriate to gage the value proposition of the

pi";;, a whole lif tne LÛC is less ihan the avoidèã costs, which MH has determined as 8.51 for

most end-uses, we know it is positive). However, if the LUC is used to compare pro$am design

iptions,then ii will systematilatly bias toward weak programs that do not maximize utility or

ratepayer interests.

The table below provides an example. Here the progÏam manager is examining three different

levels of incentives - I}yo, 40%o, ór 70% -tbat ;he ¿ould offer to pfomote home energy retrofits'

The retrofits cted to cost $5,000 on average' and generate 4'000 klMlt of

savings with life of 25 years. Vy'e assume an avoided cost of 8'51lkWh and a

6% diicount with Manitoba Hydro's stated inputs'

As we can see, if the prograrn m nager were asked to determine the appropriate option based on

the LUC, she would ónoã." option Ã, th" cheapest one. This looks very good on a per-unit basis'

Howevei, the LUC ignores thL # of units produccd, As we can see' option B actually maximizes

the utility,s net present vaiue, i,e. ir is the ieast cosi. opiiorr ír-rr ìvf aüitoba liydro's ratcpayers. By

Manitoba H¡'dro 2013 & 2014 GRA

Information Rcquests of the Public Utilities Board

Novcmber 22,2012

Participationlncentive

$ Beneflt$ CostHomes
2/o Free
Riders% of Cost S/part.

Options
s173,854S5o,ooo100 60%LO% SsooA

so.os s3,477,073s2,ooo,ooo1000 20%40% s2,oooB

ss23$o.oe 57,923,414to% ST,ooo,oooSE,soo 200070%c
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focusing on the LUC, the manager would have forfeiled more than $1.3M in net benefìts (not to

mention 3.2 GWh of incremental annual savings).

It is worth reiterating that I am not privy to how Manitoba Hyclro uses its screening tools, and am

orrly speculating as to poss ible approaches that may hclp to explain the surprisingly low planned

savings.

PUB/CAC & GAC 17 Reference: Page 36 DHPs

a) Please file the referenced study prepared by Mr. Dunsþ's firm.

To clarify, we referred to an analysis conducted by my firm for purposes of this testimony' For

purposcsof this analysis, we used an algorithm calculation using the median Fleating Seasonal

Þ"r-fo..un"r Factor (ÉISpf) of Mitsubishi Mr. Slim models. Nameplate HSPF value was adjusted

to account for colder Canadian climate, and we further assumed that the heat pump would only

supply heat to part of the home. In real life, mini-split systems can have multiple heads and/or

multiple compressors to supply heat to a larger portion of the home (and savings can represent a

largei share of heating loads). On the other hand, Winnipeg is colder than average Canadian cities,

so we supplemented this initial estimate with other references.

A heat pump characterization study, conducted in Yukon and published in March 2010, has

shown ihat óold climate heat pumps can supply alarge portion of heating while maintaining good

performance at low temperature. The study recommends that a heat pump be sized to s,,ryply 25%

io 35% of the house heating load at -18 oC. A heat pump of this size will supply 60/oto 7SVo of
the arurual heating load. As cold climate heat pumps maintain a COP of 2 and above at low
temperatures , thii would translate roughly into 30Vo to 40o/o savings on the annual heating load in
the much colder climate of Whitehorse.

A heat pump energy efficiency reference guide, funded in part by Manitoba Hydro, also give an

estímate of 30Yo fo 45%o savings from air source heat pumps over electric resistance heating for
most of Manitoba including Winnipeg. This estimate is for all air source heat pumps and does not

specifically refer to high efficiency, inverter-driven mini-split systems.

Finally, a very large pilot pro$am launched in the Northwest US (a total of 16,000 units have

now been installed in ldaho, Oregon, Montana and Washington states) confirmcd ductless heat

pump real-life performance with metering of a sample of installations (95 homes), including

Litti"g analysiJand in-situ COP measurement, årid with detailed laboratory testing . Results of the

laborátory tests were compared to in-situ field monitoring data, and were found "surprisingly
consistent".

The initial assumption was that the DHP would provide up to 60% of the space heat and result in

a30%o to 40o/o reduction in space heating energy requirements. The actual fraction of house

heated by the DIIP was, on average, higher than excepte d (67%), but lower (45%) for the coldest

rcgion, This is explained by the fact that the pilot's general approach was to market the system as

a "displacement" technology- a technology that would partially offset the existing space heating'

The systems were thought to be optimized with a single outdoor compressor and one or two
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(a) Mr. Dunsky's comments largely relate to energy-specific DSM (GW'h saved). Does Mr'

Dunsky view there to also be a role for expanded capacity-specific DSM (MW of peak saved)

to provide system relief under key periods of supply constraint?

yes, While my testimony was focused primarily on energy savings, capacity savings can also

provide economic value. To this end, I note that ceftain energy efficiency measures provide

more capacity savings than others. Moreover, non-efficiency related oppoftunities also exist,

whether they involve thermal storage, demand response (e.g, through time of use rates),

direct load control, curtailable power options or others. My firm recently completed a demand

response potential study for one Canadian client, and is currently working with another utility

client to develop a capacity-focused, integrated energy efficiency plan.

MIPUG - CAC & GAC 4 PROGRAM TESTS

(a) At page 33, Mr. Dunslcy argues that Manitoba Hydro focuses on the wrong program

screening tests (e.9,, RIM, TRC), Does Mr. Dunsky agree with Hydro's description and

specific arithmetic behlnd the calculation of each test as set out at Appendix F of the 2011

Power Smart Plan (APPendix 7.1).

TRC description: "...fo determine whether the benefrts that are associated with an energy

eflTciency program are greater than the costs, This assessment is undertaken iffespective of

who realizes the benefrts and who pays the cosÉ'

This describes the original intent of the TRC perfectly well. However, in practice the test does

not achieve this goal, primarily because it is commonly fails to account for very significant

customer benefits. For example, customers invest in home insulation and weatherization

paÈly because of the energy savings, and partly because they seek to improve their comfort

andlor reducb health issues. Yet the TRC only accounts for the former. Similarly, a customer

with electric baseboard heat may seek to install a ductless heat pump in part to save energy,

and in part to obtain cooling in summer months. Yet the TRC typically does not account for

the cooling benefit to the paftlcipant, but does account for cooling as a cost (it sllghtly

reduces net energy savings). To address this problem, the "'Non-priced'benefiß enioyed by

paftÌcipants (improved comfort, improved heath/', currently included in the Societal Cost

test, should rather be included in the TRC test, keeping in mind that the TRC is the sum of

participant and non-participant perspectives.

For these reasons, the TRC is increasingly being modifled (substantively - e'g' in B'C') or

replaced.

Arithmetic: I agree with most of the arithmetic to the extent that it is limited to a very

general algorithm, Behind the algorithm is much more arithmetic that may or may not be

appropriate. HovrJer/er, I do note that the individual tests are meant to be expressed in a

variety of ways - in B/C ratios, net present value (NPV), or unit costs (0/kWh)' The choice of

Page2
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how to express results matters deeply, and should be different depending on the purpose of

the test. I note that the algorithms presented in Appendix 7.1 express only the B/C ratio,

which is perfectly appropriate for ceftain decisions, but wholly inappropriate for others (see

the discussion below).

(b) In regard to the Levelized Utility Cost (LUC), Mr. Dunsky does not comment on this test. This

test is generally described as a measure of how much the utility is paying to secure each unit

of energy (or capacity), on a comparable basis to other supply options (e.9., new

generation). Is this not a critical primary test of where the utility is appropriately securlng

DSM as a supply option, versus spending excessively on limited results?

Allow me to begin with a clarificationl the LUC is not and should never be considered a

"test", because it does not compare costs to benefits, It is rather a cost metric'

As the question suggests, however, the LUC is a critically important metric, in that it

subsequently allows us to compare costs (LUC = the unit cost) with benefits (e.g' avoided

costs). The test that compares these is known as the Program Administrator Cost Test, or

pACT (formerly known as the Utility Cost Test). The PACT is a simple and straightfon',vard

comparison of the utility's cost of saved energy vs, the utility's value of that saved energy

(avoided costs). Please see my response to PUB/cAc & GAC 16(a).

It is important to note that the way in which utility costs and benefits are compared is as

impoÉant as whatis compared. In that sense, the PACT ratio (being LUC/ACs) may provide

valuable information to determine whether an option is cost-effective, but the PACT NPV is

needed to determine which among multiple options is preferable. Please see my response to

pUB/CAC & GAC 16(b) - the "NPV" column in the table is in effect the NPV of the PACT test'

(c) To what extent do changes in the value of power on export markets, or changes in the

expected cost of alternative resources (e.g., new generation) drive changes in the targeted

level of DSM investment under the tests proposed by Mr, Dunslcy (e.9., GW'h saved/GW'h

sold)?

DSM should be pursued for one or both of two reasons: when its cost is less than its

benefits, or to meet specific poliry objectives'

Setting aside the latter, the benefits of DSM are determined largely by the alternatives it can

displace or defer (or, in some cases, the price it can fetch on expott markets), As such,

changes to these values can, in theory, be very impoftant factors.

In practice, I note that Manitoba Hydro's current DSM Plan anticipates saving energy at a

cost of 1.8+/kwh, against a benefit in the range of 8.54/kwh, In other words, the margin of

Page 3
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net benefit Is so large that the change ln beneflts would have to be dramatic to signlficantly

impact the amount of DSM that should be targeted. EVen lf the cost of saved energy were to

double ln order to achleve a much hlgher savings ratlo, and even if the value of saved energy

were to drop by hall that much higher savlngs scenario would stlll be the cheaper optlon.

Page 4
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Manitoba HYdro 2013 & 2014 GRA

InformationRequestsofthePubticUtilitiesBoard

November 22r2012

loads vings maY be at risk

when energy efficiencY

impro

PIIB/CAC & GAC 14 Reference: Ptge 32' DSM Impact on Ratepayers

.,As a reduction in DSM spending invariably - mathematically in fact - involves increases in net

"osts 
for the province';;;i.p"y; as a whoie, and further deprives consumers in the short-run of

a solution to ãffset the effect of such increases'"

a) please provide a schedule illustrating how a reduction in DSM spending will increase net

costs to mtepayers.

saved
each kWh_-- la

b) Please provide a schedule demonstrating how a reduction in DSM spending equivalent to

100 GWh of energy savings in one year will increase net costs to ratepayers.

Using the same aPProach as above, let us take Manitoba HYdro 's curentplan. hr APPendix A, we

see that incrernental savings ofnearþ that amount (92.8 GV/h) are expected from the Plan's first

savings, Manitoba Hydro budgeted $19.9 million in that same

see that the total levelized cost of kWhs produced in this Plan IS

1.8Élkwh whereas the examPle I gave previously was sPecific to

residential). From the utility's answers to certain IRs' we understand that the avoided cost is close

to 8.51lkWh, or a ratio of 5:1

Put differently, if Manitoba Hydro were to not spendthe 1.51 it ptans on spending t" !9lP
residential customers reduce their bills, residential ratepayers would have to pay 8.5//kWh

instead, as the cost necessary to either expedite construction of the next power pla11(a-nd 
.

associaied T&D costs), o. -uk" up for lost export revenue. Put in the aggregate, if Manitoba

Hydro dìd not spend ihe $5.2 milüon it plans on spending in the current fiscal year'

""i"p"y.rr 
rnouia instead have to pay Sll.S million to support the utility's additional costs'

20ll,page 14.

that the stated avoided costs are for a kWh levelized
the. everaçc life of residential measures. However I
nificantly alter the comParison'

201l, Appendix A'
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Manitoba Hydro 2013 & 2014 GRA

Intbrmation Requests of the Public Utilities Board

November 22,2012

Assuming that the levelized cost of savings appìies to savings generated in year l, we can surmise

that, had-Manitoba Hyclro eliminated its DSM budget for the fÏrst year of the plan, the net result

would

PUB/CAC & GAC 15 Reference: Page 33 Economic screening RIM

a) Is MH's financial well-being best served by increasing domestic electricity consumption

which provides higher revenue rates than exports?

If choosing between selling to export or to domestic customers, and if ignoring the interests of
said customers, then yes MH's financial interest is best served as described.

If choosing between increasing sales - to export or domestically - and not increasing sales, the

answer depends on the associated costs and revenues' [n the current case, Manitoba I{ydro's long-

run cost of increasing sales to domestic customers appears to be 8.5ølkWh6, while the

1.8ølkwh. Arguably, this suggests

efforts at reducing sales growth. If
ro-n.w customer categories are involved:

ar. 6.9 þlkWh, general service at between 2.5-3.3Ê, (last blocþ not counting demand

changes, depending on customer size).

In practice, the financial impact ofany scenario depends on how rates adjust to costs

Of course, the fitancial well-being of MH's domestic customers - whose bills would increase to

ensure the greater domestic sales - is another matter altogether'

b) Please comment on the MH's marginal cost employed in RIM, TRC and other tests.

My scope of work did not include an assessment of Manitoba Hydro's marginal cost methodology"

that the

6 Manitoba Hydro, response to CAC-GAC/MH I-4(b). Note that this applies to residential and most

commercial/institutional customers; the cost to transmission-linked large industrial customers may be

somewhat lower.

Absolute CostUnit Cost

($1e.e M)(1.8 É/kwh)
DSM Spending

$94.0 M8.s É/kwh
Utility-wide Cost

(lost opportunity cost)

$74.1M6.1 Í,lkwhet Cost to Ratepayers of
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l\{anitoba H}'dro 2013 & 2014 GRA

Information Requests of the Public Uti[ties Board

November 22,2012

Assuming that the levelizcd cost of savings appJies to savings, generated in year 1' we can suÍtuse

rhat, had Manitoba uvãio .ri*inated its õs[iluag"t for thã fñst year of the plan, the net result

would be:

PUB/CAC & GAC 15 Reference: Page 33 Economic Screening RIM

a) Is MH's financial well-being best served by increasing domestic electricþ consumption
-/ 

*¡i.tt provides higher revenue rates thar exports?

If choosing between selling to export.or to domestic customers, and if ignoring the interests of

said customers, then y". trn,. financial interest ís best served as described.

cl¡rreut

2.8-3.3É, (Iast not counting demand

changes, depending on customer size)'

In practice, the financial impact of any scenario depends on how rates adjust to costs'

of course, the financial well-being of MH's domestic customers - whose bills would increase to

;rrretil greàrû domestic sales - is another matter altogether'

b)Pleasecofru]lentontheMH,smarginalcostemployedinRM,TRCandothertests.

My scope of work did not include an assessment of Manitoba Hydro's marginal cost methodology'

¿ Manito'oa liydro, rosp oris e'ro CAC -GACA;[I]

cornmercial/institutional customers; the cost to

T-¿rh\ Nnte lhat this applies to residential and tnost

i."ìítitti""-linked laige industrial customers may be

Unit Cost

($1e.e M)(1.8 øik\Mh)DSM Spending

$94.0 M8.5 É/lKWhUtility-wide Cost
(lost ôpp@ntll cosÐ

$74.1M6.7 É.lkwtJ;Net Cost to RatePaYers of
reducing lSn4gq¿Eg.

somewhat lower
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b) Please indicate the source of the information that supports the claim that there are 13'750

new electrically heated hones built in Manitoba annually'

's resPonse to

starts that use

ar Period

from 2005-2009'

PLB/CAC & GAC 18 Reference: Dunsky Report Page 38

please indicate to what e)rtent increased DsM spending could defer the current need for new

Generation in MH's curent Plans'

To answer this qucstion, we examine two scenarios:

MH's
r%

approximately 0'6% every year on average'

In the se combined with other savings

sources, n purposes' we note that over the

next ten ngs ratio is l'7%'

l\{anitoba HYdro 2013 & 2014 GRA

Information Requests of the Public Utilities Board

November 22,2012

Under tlre IYo scenario (0.6% from programs),

these values.

savings of 1,385 GWh/yr by 2019120 would allow for

(to 20\Iß2t i ¿i¿ 
"ot "¿rur^t" 

the expected in-service date

scenario astl is would be too speculative'

g required.
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Manitoba Hydro 2013 & 2014 GRA

Information Requests of the Public Utilities Board

November 22,2012

Includes all Hydro's anticípated savings from codes, standards, and The

implied MH program-reløled savings ralios are 0.6% and I,)%oþear, the latter being approximately the

sqme as BC Hydro's.

The incremental cost
increase in savings is

that program savings increase to | -lo/olyr on average

involving the same level of non-program
curïently anticipated by MH. Should the

the introduction ofrate structure strategies -
to achieve the same overall savings goal.

is arurotated with "or less" because the cost provided assumes that the full
derived from increased program-related activity. For example, under the

f .5% DSM target*1% DSM target*Business as

usual

1,385 GWh637 GWhAdditional savings by 2019/20

$416 M or less$191 M orlessAdditional spending by 2019120

203u322022123Keeyask in-service date

,203u32202412sConawapa in-service date
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Manitoba HYdro 2013 & 2014 GRA

InformationRequestsofthePublicUtititiesBoard

November 2\2012

focusing on the LUC, the manager would have forfeited more than $ 1.3M in net benefits (not to

mention 3.2 GWh of incremental annual savings)'

It is wofh reiterating that I am not privy to how Manitoba Hydro uses its screening tools' and am

only speculating as to pos sible approaches that may help to éxplain the surprisingly low planned

savings,

PUB/CÁ.C & GAC 17 Reference: Page 36 DIIPs

a) Please fÌle the referenced study prepared by Mr' Dunsþ's frrm'

A heat pump characterization study, conducted in
shown ihat õot¿ climate heat pumps can supply a

performance at low temperature. The study re

io 35% of the house heating load at -18 'C' A
the annual heating load. As cold climate he

temperatues , this would translate roughly

the much colder climate of Whitehorse.

A heat pump energy efficiency reference guide, funded in part by

estimate otlOV"lo 45Yo savings from air source heatpumps over

most of Manitoba including diotrip"g. This estimateis for all air t

specifically refer to high efficienry, inverter-driven mini-split systems.

Finally, a very large pilot program launched in the Northwest US (a total of 16,000 units have

the

nitoring data, and were found "surprisingly

consistent".

The initial assumption was that the DHP would

wotrld Parlialþ ace heahfig'

'sÌngleoutdoorc rlwo'
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reduce the time that
in warmer regions).
improve this result.

Manitoba Hydro 2013 & 2014 GRA

Information Requests of the Public Utilities Board

November 22,2012

indoor air handlers. It is also important to note that systems with more than two indoor units or

one outdoor unit that actually entered the pilot program were not metered during the subsequent

impact analysis"
way to supply toad; Iess'ôffisisst in eolder

climate.In
resistance

Optimizing the confrguration for Manitoba's climate

As can be seen on the following graph,the Mitsubishi Mr Slim maintains a COP value above 2

up to -18 "C, meaning the heat provided at tbis low temperature is still twice as efficient as

eÍectric resistance heating (or takes half the quantity of kWh for the same ouþut). Temperatures

colder than - I 8 oC represent a very small proportion of the Winnipeg winter, both in terms of
dwation and heatinglequirements (IIDDÐ. Heating needs peak at about 5 oC, where the COP is

near2.5.

Finally, my firm conducted an analysis for the present IR round using the Hot2000 modeling

softwáre and a single-family detached house located in Wínnipeg with an annual heating load of
60 GJ. Electric rauings due to the installation of a DHP represented360/o of the heating load. This

result is again consistent with ow earlier estimate, as with the literature review. Please refer to

MIVCAC/GAC (Dunsþ)-3 for more information'

Winnipeg - September2OTl' to June 2OL2
Heating degree days (base 14), number of hours and coP of Mitsubishi Mr

slim at different temperatures (based on Yukon characterization study)
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b) please indicate the source of the information that supports the claim that there are 13,'750

new electrically heated homes built in Manitoba annually'

The correct value should read "approximately 2,'750-. This is from Manitoba Hydro's response to

CAC-GAC/MH II-4(a), in which il,lSO wai provided as the value for new housing starts that use

electric heat. I failed to notice that this value was not annual but covered the five-year period

from 2005-2009.

puB/cAc & GAC 1S Reference: Dunsky ReportPage 38

please indicate to what extent increased DSM spending could defer the curtent need for new

Generation in MH's current Plans.

To answer this question' we examine two scenarios:

ln the first scenario, program-related savings are increased such that, when combined with MH's

urr,i.çua"a other saiingí (codes, stanclard{ sef-gen), total savings.achieve and maintain a 1%

.u-"Ë./rutrs ratio. rrriã iÀpries that Manitoba Hydro's programs alone achieve a ratio of

approximately 0.6% every year on average'

ln the seconcl scenario, progam savings are increased such that, combined with other savings

sources, the total achieves I.S%o/yeat on average. For comparison purposes, w: lote that over the

next ten yearc (20I2-2021),8.C.;s average equir alent total savings ratio is 1.7Yo'

Under the lYoscenario (0.6% fromprograms), additional savings of 637 GìVh are generated by

e).
s

energy needs; I have not had the time to conduct

these values.

s of 1,385 GWh/yr by 2019120 would allow for

ßÐ:ldid not câlculate the expected in-service date

io as this would be too speculative'
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At a typical yield of $0.30/kwh (first year)r, the arurual budgetary requirement for Manitoba

Hyclro would be about $65 million'

I have not undertaken a complete assessment of Manitoba Hydro's planned portfolio of programs,

though I identified in my tesiimony some examples of opportunities that do not seem to be

targeîed. Broadly speaklng, each program woulà need to be revisited with a view to maximizing

both depth ofsavings and participationrates.

PUB/CAC & GAC 2 Reference: Dunsky Rpt Page 6

a) please provide a comparison between the savings over sales versus share of forecast

gro\ilth apProaches for MH

See response to (b) below.

b) please explain what factors have led to the share of forecast growth not being used as a

metric.

There are two primary factors:

First, savings / sales has evolved to become the industry standard benchmarking metric'

Second, the alternative "share of forecast growth" metric would have been uniquely unfair to

Manitoúa Hydro in the current North American economic context. As economic growth - and

*itfr ir¿..*d growth - has temporary slowed or halted in many US states, this indicator would

likely have pointed to much highãr ratios for cted economies, compared

with-Manitoba that has largely weathered the ues for these us states

would have appeared artifrciatty impressive, b result of a temporary

economic anomaly.

PUB/CAC & GAC 3 Reference: Dunsky Report Page 8

please describe how rate structure changes have been utilized in other jurisdictions and comment

on the applicability of these rate structures in the context of MH. Provide specific examples.

l, Manitoba Hydro's currcnt planned cost is $0.28lk'Wh (first year)

c) Given MH's planned invesfnents in new Generation and Transmission please explain

which metricls most appropriate in measuring DSM efforts'

It depends on the purpose of the metric

against other regions, the savings/sales

the purpose is to set internal targets, bo

adopt a target or requirement for DSM
planned savings could then be benchmarked aga
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BC Hydro rccently adopted a relatively aggressive revamping of its ¡ate structufes to encourage

energy efficiency, and others are considering similar changes. Simply put, the rate structures

incluáe two tiers: a less expensive rate for the first tier of consumption, and a more expensive rate

for the second tier.

For example, for residential customers, the utility adopted a'oCorservation Rate" structure by

which the first block of energy is sold at 6.81/kWh, and the second at l}.zÉ,lkWh. For business

users (large and medium), a more complex structure leads to the same results: a lower-priced first

block of energy (determined as 80% of the client's monthly rolling three-year historical average

consumptionfir i".. .*p"nsive, followed by a higher-priced second block (to achieve this result,

a system of credits and tharges is used). The higher rate is based on the long-run marginal cost of
supply. Some exceptions apPlY.

ln other regions, time-of-use (TOU) rates are increasingly adopted. This is the case in Ontario and

Nova Scotia, and is likely to be adopted elsewhere in the coming years. In Ontario, customers of
regulated entities can choose between tiered rates (as per B.C. above) and TOU rates. In Nova

Scãtia, a volrurtary TOU rate is available to resic{ential customers through which powff rates vary

between 6.5É,lkWhand 16.41lkWh. The utility also offers real-time pricing based on short-run

marginal costs to its largest customers.

I have not examined Manitoba Hydro's rate and loacl structures, and therefore cannot ¡ecommend

a given approach at this time. However, I am not aware of any reason for which the BC model

corrld oof 6" adapted for Manitoba Hydro. Doing so can certainly help to align rate structures

with cost structures and/or with broader policy goals.

PUB/CAC & GAC 4 Reference: Page 10 Figure 4

a) Mr. Dunsþ has indicated a continued decline in MH's Saving Ratios, relative to other

jurisdictions. Please provide an updated comparison showing the Savings Ratio changes

ieflecting the evolving plans for Minnesota, Massachusetts, BC, Nova Scotia and

Vermont relative to MH.

Please see the table below. Note that four of the cohort plans do not extend ro 2020 and beyond.

These values are also provided in Figure 5 (page 13) of my testimony.

r% t.4%

.1%British
8% t.3%Nova

Manitoba 0.4% 0. o//0

Doto is lor 014.
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PUB/CAC & GAC 12 Reference: Pa;ge¿7. Plans vs. Real savings

a) Please indicate what impact if any does MH's self reporting have on its DSM efforts'

ich Manitoba Hydro's self-reporting may or

t. I do note that MH's "2010-2077 Power Smart

indication as to how free

analYsis, ParticiPant and non-

), nor does it Provide anY ofthat

l, on either a program or measure-level basis, in

typical independent evaluations, along with a complete description of the methodology)'

b) How effective is the reputational incentive to succeed in DSM achievements'

Reputational incentives maybeeffective, but the degree to which they arc can vary tremendously

froln case to case. on the other hand, legally binr ing requirements and financial

incentives/penalties are almost always very effective'

c) Please indicate how MH',s reporting antl evaluation should change and explain why'

In preparing my testimony, I did not seek to examine MH's internal evaluation processes in detail'

es a rèsultjt w-ould not want to comment on specific evaluation methodologies. However, I can

certainly comment on the Process'

ln my experience, independent evaluations determining

actual savings, but as or more importantly weaknesses with

a view to continuouslY imProving performance accordingly

There are ways to evaluation, but theY should all begin with an evaluation plan'

which types of evaluation (e. g. Process,
nature of the information that should be

spread over 3 years; within those 3 years,

while others (where imPact

le¡s evaluated only once in that timeframe. The

board could specifY that results include net and gross savings, a delineation

factors that led from gross to net (e.g. free ridershiP, spillover, market effects), areas of

uncefaintY , costs by major category (e'g' incentives' customer support, administration),

benefiVcost results, and other important variables. In all cases, the fulIevaluation report with

detailed results and methodological descriptions should be provided as an aPPendix.

The board's role in the process should be an equally important consideration' For example, in

,o-. ,.giuns the utilitfÀ allowed to hire the evaluatorr, ou",tt" the work, and merely subr¡it the

results to the regulator. I| other regions, a committee comprised of representæives of the utility,

the regulatcr anã stakæholders ov"Ãees the scope of work and the resulting RFP' selects the

euuluiorr, and jointly determines the information to be reported back' ln another model, the

of the
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e utility to hire the evalrrator and report thcir
,review the evaluator's work. It is important to

or i"ç critical to the value of the process. From

dcr the two latter oPtions'

PUB/CÀC & GAC f3 Reference: Page2SDSMRisk

a) please explain how MH's DSM could become a dispatchable product [i.e. biddable into

the MISO marketl

This falls outside thc scope of my testimony.

b) Please explain how DSM has less risk than:

i. New CCCT natural gas

Assuming the question refers to the option of Manitoba Hydro building its own CCCT Plant, the

maJ or risks are fourfold: (1) construgttôh ûûst bvôuuns
delays (cost and availability risk),
environmental regulations related
these risks canbe significant.

air eÍrüssÍor¡s

Were the CCCT to be built instead by a third party under a long-term PPA, it would depend on

the terms of the contract. For 
"*u-pi", 

in many PPA contracts, fuel price risk is passed on to the

purchasing utility, but constructiorrcost ou"ouns or delays may be assumed by the IPP and built

into their costing.

ii. NewHydro

The major risks associated with new hydroam,tho
hydro is large-scale and therefore
very irnportant risk related to (3) the

i:rlcrvênl,ngycâfs, demand grows at a

oa:riinginto sorlice
substantial sost$isk.

may be
A fourth risk relates

lf the
lSA

ln contrast, the risks associated with energy efficiency are far smaller, primarily for !!e re¿sons

noted in my testimony: program offerings can be ramped up or down - as well as shifted between

measures, programs attd ."ttors - aS needed to enSure performance objectives are met'

Furthermoie, ihe most important exogenous fäctors tend to be positive risk factors for DSM. Foi'

example, savings opportunities are greater when economic activity is strong, which is also when

especially in the context of si gnificant climactic
availability and a cost risk). A final risk relates to

regulations in the future (e.g related to fish and wildlife
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